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FROM YOUR 

1991 - 1992 EXECUTIVE 

Left to right: Marion Allsebrook, Carol MacNeill, Joyce Purchase, Lou Coutinho, Paul 
Duval, Shirley Cohrs, Don MacNelll, Bev Sarty, Bob Dickie. Absent--Bernice Moores. 

--Photo Peter Payzant . 
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Two of our less common waders were photographed by Richard Stem 
on Brier Island--the Baird's Sandpiper in September 1990, and 
the Stilt Sandpiper in October 1991. 
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PRESIDENT'S REPORT 
October, 1991 

This year has been an interesting one for the society. Your executive must be 
mindful that it acts on behalf of the members at all times. Prior to my becoming President 
we had been approached by the Cornwall Bird Watching and Preservation Society of 
England with a proposal on their part to "Twin" our societies, to exchange publications and 
correspondence, to submit articles for publication in our respective journals and to offer 
assistance when our members travel in each other's territory. The executive feels that a 
project such as this would be of little real value to most of our members, so the scheme 
was politely turned down. We did, however, offer assistance to any of their members who 
are birding in this area. 

As President of the society I was asked by Stephen Flemming to administer funds 
allocated by the World Wildlife Fund for further scientific study of the Piping Plover in 
this region. Because of the "Endangered Species" status of this bird and because it 
involved only me and our treasurer, Don MacNeill, we both agreed to take on the task. 
Stephen has agreed to speak on this subject at a future society meeting. 

I would like to express the society's thanks to Jim Taylor, our Field Trip Co
ordinator, who has put together an outstanding array of field trips for you. During the 
winter he offered to include several pelagic trips out of Halifax. The executive decided 
not to become involved for two reasons. Our Solicitor offered the opinion that we could 
incur serious financial liability in the event of an accident. 

Our Editor has been advised by Canada Post that we could jeopardize our preferred 
postal rate for Nova Scotia Birds, by earring any form of commercial advertising. If we 
lose these rates we could no longer publish this book. 

It was decided to update the society's constitution this year. This task was taken on 
by our solicitor, Tony Robinson, who will discuss it with you later. 

Once again we bacame involved in the ongoing struggle to have the Premier declare a 
Provincial Bird. This time we had the help of The Nova Scotia Museum, the Department 
of Lands and Forests, the Canadian Wildlife Service and ten other naturalists groups, all of 
whom agreed on the suitability of the Osprey for this honour. We also have a new 
premier, but our request was again rejected. More recently, we have been approached by 
the editor of Outdoor Canada magazine to assist in the selection of a National Bird for 
Canada. 

Birding Nova Scotia was completely updated, revised and reprinted this year, including 
a new Seasonal Checklist. I would like to thank Shirley Cohrs for the editorial work as 
well as the other members who made valuable contributions. This new edition has been 
selling very well to date. 

On the advice of our Solicitor, your executive has purchased liability insurance to 
cover our field trips, including two pelagic trips per year. 

On your behalf, I attended the annual dinner of the Nova Scotia Photographic Guild 
to present the Nova Scotia Bird Society trophy. The winner this year was Patrick Wall. 
Pat was the first winner of this trophy when it was first introduced in 1989. we are 
planning to provide a photo trophy for members of the Nova Scotia Bird Society. The task 
of securing an appropriate trophy has been given to Bev Sarty. 

r would like to express my thanks to Phyllis Bryson, who is resigning this as 
Secretary. Phy! became a Director in 1987 and has served as Secretary since 1988. I 
would also like to thank Clarence Stevens who is also resigning as a Director of the 
society, this year. These are very important positions and are, quite frankly, difficult to 
fill. 

r want to thank the other members of the executive, Joyce Purchase, Carol MacNeill, 
Don MacNeill, Marion Allsebrook, Bev Sarty and Shirley Cohrs for their hard work ove: the 
past year and to thank you for entrusting me with the office of President. I have enJoyed 
my term and look forward to serving the society in whatever way I can. 

Bob Dickie, 
President. 
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RECORD EDITOR'S REPORT 

Recently I received a phone call from David Rhodenizer who works aboard a ship 
operating in this area. David told me of sighting a small bird clinging to a wire on the 
ship in the face of a driving storm. Covered with wet snow, the bird (later identified 
as a Leach's Storm Petrel) eventually fell to the deck apparently having succumbed to 
the ravages of the freezing wind. Lifting the little body he placed It inside his jacket 
just in case it was still alive, though his co-workers told him the bird was dead and that 
he should toss it into the sea. 

The bird was not dead however, though perilously weakened by its ordeal. So, 
David kept it warm and took it home where he put it on a diet of egg yolk and vitamin 
drops that he had bought for his pet parrot. 

As time passed, the Petrel gained strength and began to preen and soon became 
quite active. It was then put on a diet of egg yolk and canned salmon. This new-found 
friend proved to be an endearing, fuzzy little web-footed comedian, whose antics were a 
great source of amusement to everyone; but wild creatures do not belong In cardboard 
boxes, so David decided to release it one evening to face its destiny at sea. 

There are millions of Storm Petrels. Thousands of them die at sea each year 
unnoticed like grains of sand or stars in the sky, simple insignificant parts of the food 
chain. Tonight, one family's thoughts keep drifting out across the cold, dark and 
forbidding expanse of ocean to a familiar warm little spot where a tiny heart beats 
because somebody cared. 

For most of Nova Scotia, the months of May through August were warm and dry 
with lots of sunshine and temperatures above normal, very good conditions for nesting 
birds. The fall months however, were cloudy and wet with several severe storms 
including hurricane force winds that churned up waves over the Scotian Slope to a 
height of 30.7 meters (more than 100 feet in height). Such weather can result in 
rarities being blown here but it can also prove disastrous to birds and even ships that 
are out there in it. 

I would like to thank Keith Keddy (KNK) for once again providing the weather data 
and to all of you who sent In bird reports. I would like to offer a special thanks to 
you for using our new report pads. 

Bob Dickie, 
Records Editor. 
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LIST OF REPORTERS 

Allsebrook Keith KA 
Allsebrook Marion MA 
Austin-Smith Peter PAS 
Bay Pearl PVB 
Bearne Bob BB 
Bleakney Sherman JSB 
Boates Gary GB 
Bryson Phyllis PB 
Caldwell Cyril CKC 
Caldwell Rowena RC 
Campbell Theresa TCA 
Canning Carl cc 
Casselman Karen KC 
Casselman Ted TC 
Caudle Bill WC 
Clark Margaret MAC 
Codling Don DCO 

Cohrs John JLC 
Cohrs Lise LC 
Cohrs Shirley JSC 
Conrad Linda LCO 
Cooke Eric EC 
Connell S.A. SAC 
Covert Alan AC 
Crathorne Ethel ECR 
Crolla Jeff JC 
Crosby Donna DJC 
Crossland Donna DC 
Crowell George GC 
Dalzell Brian BO 
Davidson Claude CD 
D'Eon Jerome JD 
D' Entremont Raymond RSD 
Dickie Bob RBD 
Dickie Helen HD 
Diller David DD 
Dufresne M. MD 
Eagles E.V. EVE 
Elderkin Mark MFE 
Ellis J JE 
Ellis Margaret MEE 
Field Chris CAF 
Forsyth George GGF 
Forsyth Geo. Sr. OFF 
Forsythe Fred FF 
Forsythe Bernard BLF 
Foxall Roger RF 
Gates Joy JG 
Gibson Merritt MG 
Gilliland Kim KG 
Graves June JG 
Green Frank FG 
Hall Helen HJH 
Hall Hubert HOH 
Hall Jennifer JH 
Hall Ross RH 
Harvey Dana DH 
Hawkeswood Mike MHW 
Hebb Ruth ROH 
Herman Tom TBH 
Hill Sue SH 
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Hinds Barbara BH 
Illsley Stephen SI 
Keddy Keith KNK 
Kenney Margaret MK 
Lavender Fulton FLL 
Laviolette Lance & Andree L&AL 
Llano George GL 
Maas Oliver OM 
MacDonald Clive CSM 
MacDonald Jake JM 
MacLeod Peter PM 
MacNeill Carol CDM 
MacNeill Don DAM 
Maloney Steve SM 
Martell Ruth & Harold RHM 
Maybank Blake BM 
McConnell Jane JMC 
McKenna Ken KM 
McLaren Ian IAM 
Mills Eric ELM 
Mills Maureen MM 
Moores Bernice BAM 
Morant Kathy KMO 
Morrow Jim JCM 
Morse Jean & Bill JBM 
Mouldy Cheryl CMO 
Mullen T. Dale TDM 
Murphy Terry TM 
Murrant Alan AM 
Murrant Cathy CM 
Newell Reg & Ruth RRN 
Payzant Linda & Peter L&PP 
Porter Arthur AP 
Power Terry TP 
Pratt Mary MP 
Ruff Eric ER 
Rymer Robyn RR 
Sabean Barry BAS 
Sarty Bev BES 
Shepherd Philippa PS 
Slatkin Marg MS 
Smith Peter PCS 
Spalding Francis FS 
Spicer Blaine BLS 
Spicer Cindy cs 
Spicer Kathleen KS 
Stern Richard RBS 
Stevens Clarence CSII 
Stultz Harold HS 
Tams Miriam MT 
Taylor Bernice BT 
Taylor Jim JWT, 
Thexton Bill & Brenda BBT 
Thorpe Diane DT 
Timpa Jean JT 
Trueman Gerry GT 

Tufts Judy & Gordon JGT 

Tulip Alan AT 

Urban Eva EU 

Veinneau Azor AJV 

Waldron Eleanor ELW 

Waldron Joan JW 

Weir Lynn LBW 



Weir 
Williams 
Wilson 
Wolford 
Young 
Zinck 
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Ray 
Sherman 
Eric 
Jim 
Dave 
Marion 

Total number of reporters ..... 133 

Bob Dickie 
Records Editor 

DEADLINE FOR RECEIPT OF REPORTS 

for 
the April, 1992 issue 

February 25 , 1991 

Bird Reports to the RECORDS EDITOR 

Mr. Bob Dickie, 
43 Deepwood Crescent, 
Halifax, N.S. B3M 2Y5 

Articles, sketches and letters to the EDITOR 

Mrs. Shirley Cohrs, 

Photographs to 

8 Rosemount Ave., 
Halifax, N.S. B3N 1X8 

Dr. I.A. McLaren, 
1755 Cambridge Street, 
Halifax, N.S. B3H 4A8 

RW 
SW 
EW 
JWW 
DHY 
MZ 
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Many of the birding areas in Nova Scotia "crop up" regularly in 
the reports. To prevent repetition of the locations of these areas in the body of the 
text, we include this list of references: 

Yarmouth Co. 
(Yar. Co.) 

Shelburne Co. 
(Shel. Co. 

Queen's Co 

Lunenburg Co. 
(Lun. Co.) 

Halifax Co 
(Hfx. Co.) 

Colchester Co. 
(Col. Co.) 

Annapolis Co. 
(Anna. Co.) 

Kings Co. 

Cumberland Co. 
(Cumb. Co.) 

Hants Co. 

Digby Co. 

Guysborough Co. 
(Guys. Co.) 

Cape Breton 
{C.B.) 

Arcadia, Pinkney's Point, Tusket, Cranberry Head, 
Eel Brook, Chegoggin, Melbourne, Overton, all the 
Pubnicos, Glenwood, Dayton, Quinan 

Cape Sable Is., Cape Sable, Matthews Lake, Lower 
Ohio, The Hawk, Seal Is., Sand Hills, Little Harbour 
Port L'Hebert W. 

Port Joli, Port L' Hebert E. 

Cherry Hill, Broad Cove, Petite Riviere, Green 
Bay, Crousetown, Crescent Beach 

Three Fathom Hbr., Conrad's Beach, Lawrencetown, 
Cole Hbr., Martinique Beach, Hartlen's Point, Oakfield 
Park, Laurie Park, Powder Mill Park, Chezzetcook 

Economy, Glenholme 

Wilmot, Round Hill, Paradise, Sandy Bottom Lake 
Annapolis Royal, Clementsport, Eleven Mile Lake 

Wolfville, Greenfield, Canard, Black River Lake, 
Gaspereau, Grand Pre, White Rock, Starr's Pt., 
Lumsden Reservoir 

Lusby Marsh, APBS*, Lorneville, Linden, Port Howe 

Shubenacadie, Noel Shore 

Brier Island 

Hazel Hill 

Big Pond, C.B. Highland National Park (C.B.H.N.P.) 

* AP BS-Amherst Point Bird Sanctuary 
CBC - Christmas Bird Count 
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BIRD REPORTS 

LOONS AND GREBES 

RED-THROATED LOONS were present in good numbers all around the province 
from late September on. l 0-12 could be seen from Evangeline Beach on various occasions 
until at least Oct. 13 (JC). 

Two observers reported COMMON LOONS as down in numbers, and there was only 
one report of more than 3 individuals: RBS mentions "many off the Fundy coast all 
September and October". There were two reports of successful nesting. 

PIED-BILLED GREBES were reported from many locations. 150 at the Eddy Marsh, 
Cumb. Co. on Aug. 23 (BM,JE) reflected "a successful breeding season". The first 
reports of HORNED GREBES came on Sept. 29, with 10 at Tidnish Pt., Cumb. Co. 
(BM,NSBS,FT) and l at Green Bay (JSC). There were 4 other reports of 10 individuals. 
There were only 2 reports of RED-NECKED GREBES--80 at Tidnish Pt. on Sept. 29 
(BM,NSBS,FT), and 5 at Jim Town Beach, Ant. Co. on Nov. 10 (BM et al.). 

LPMP,ed. 

ALBATROSS TO CORMORANTS 

A report of a BLACK-BROWED ALBATROSS, observed about twenty minutes out of 
Yarmouth on Aug. 23, comes from Paul M. Roberts, and experienced birder from Medford, 
Mass. The bird was first spotted by two birders from Florida, and all three had clear 
views. To quote: "The bird was huge, dwarfing the Black-backed Gulls and Greater 
Shearwaters nearby. (It) clearly had a bright yellow bill, seen well for a prolonged 
time. After it crossed the bow and tilted abruptly, it revealed a narrow white patch on 
the underwing. The leading edge (of the wing) was quite dark. The white underpatch 
appeared 'wavy'." Certainly Mr. Roberts' description fits this species rather than the 
only known alternative in the North Atlantic, the Yellow-nosed Albatross. 

This might well be the bird observed by George Surette on Georges Bank on 
October 10 (passed on by Raymond d'Entremont). He saw it in the air and sitting on 
the water: it had a black back and white underparts. However, without more details, 
this has to remain a hypothetical record. 

Thanks to Carl Haycock's hospitality, I spent the last half of August happily 
watching seabirds from his Brier Island whale cruises. There was a single NORTHERN 
FULMAR off Brier on Aug. 19. GREATER SHEARWATERS were common, with daily 
totals of up to 5,000 birds, though they were farther offshore than usual--except when 
they were pushed in by southwesterly storms. After Hurricane Bob, on Aug. 20, Ian 
McLaren and Eric Mills saw shearwaters going past Western Light at a rate of 20-40 
birds a minute; 95% were Greaters and the rest were SOOTY SHEARW ATERS. Earlier in 
the month, on Aug. 4, Jim Wolford estimated a similar ratio off Brier. On my own Brier 
cruises, I put the Greater: Sooty ratio at 100: 1, instead of the usual 10: 1. However, 
the Sooties seem to have increased in September; Fulton Lavender and Craig Roberts saw 
100 off Brier on Sept. 23. I saw at least one MANX SHEARWATER on most days, and 
at least 3 on Aug. 27. 

Elsewhere, Hubert Hall, on Bluenose, saw his first Greater Shearwater of the year 
on June 7, 2 Fulmars and a Manx on June 6, and another Fulmar on Sept. 27, all off 
Yarmouth. The Tufts saw a Fulmar off Seal Island, Oct. 11. Blake Maybank et al. saw 
100 Greaters and 3 Sooties on Aug. 3, and 24 Greaters and 2 Sooties on Aug. 24, on 
pelagic trips off Halifax Co. They saw 15-20 late Sooties off Halifax on Oct. 15, and 
two even later Greaters at the mouth of Halifax harbour on Nov. 2, after a week of 
strong northeasterlies. 
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Chris Field saw a CORY'S SHEARWATER off Brier on Aug. 28, and I saw 4 on 
Georges Bank on Sept. 14, and notes that Cory's was scarcer there than it was last 
summer. He saw his only Manx of the year on Georges, on June 21. However, Sooties 
were common on the Bank early in the summer: 2,000 birds on June 16. His latest 
Sooty sighting was a singleton on Sept. 18. 

I saw only 1 storm-petrel during my Brier cruises: a WILSON'S STORM-PETREL 
in the meadow at the end of Gull Rock Road. Hubert Hall, on Bluenose, saw several 
Leach's feeding and sitting on the water, about 33 miles west of Yarmouth, on June 7. 
Two days later he saw several Leach's and a single Wilson's in the same area. Linda 
Payzant, on an oceanographic cruise to Emerald Basin, on the Banks SW of Halifax, saw 
20 Leach's and 30 Wilson's on Sept. 25-26. 

Inshore of this, on pelagic trips out of Halifax, Blake Maybank, Fulton Lavender, 
Richard Stern et al. saw 50 Leach's and 25 Wilson's on Aug. 3, and 6 Leach's and 4-6 
Wilson's on Aug. 24. However, the highlight of the Aug. 3 trip was a possible BAND
TAILED STORM-PETREL, ca. 20-25 miles south of Halifax at the edge of Emerald 
Basin. This is a relative of Leach's, breeding in the tropical eastern Atlantic. It was 
quite common off Senegal in 1976: I particularly remember a much bigger, cleaner rump 
patch than Leach's, and a flatter wing. Fulton and Blake had a very brief view of their 
bird but, at Its closest, It was only 10 m away. They were able to compare it to both 
Leach's and Wilson's, and were struck by its very different flight pattern--a towering, 
shearwater-like glide, interspersed with pattering on the surface. It was similar in size 
to Leach's, but with wing and tail shape closer to Wilson's. The top and sides of the 
rump were white. Since the Band-tailed Storm-petrel breeds as near to us as Madeira, 
and Emerald Basin is close to the subtropical Gulf Stream, occasional strays may well 
reach our waters. 

Storm-petrels are notorious for being 'wrecked' by strong, onshore winds. 
Hurricane Bob didn't do much harm; the only report was Mark Elderkin's Wilson's at 
Black River Lake, on Aug. 21. Our furious northeasterlies at the end of October were 
quite another matter. The first bird that I know of was the dead Leach's that Gareth 
Harding found on the lawn at the Bedford Institute of Oceanography, Dartmouth, Oct. 
21. Ken McKenna saw 12 Leach's on the Bay side of the Big Island Causeway on Oct. 
28. He saw a Wilson's there on Oct. 31. Jeff Crolla sends us a vivid account of 4 
Leach's and a probable Wilson's that were blown into the harbour at Wolfville on Oct. 
29. Blake Maybank and Fulton Lavender saw 12 Leach's at the entrance to Halifax 
Harbour on Nov. 2. 

Fulton Lavender et al. saw 60 NORTHERN GANNETS off Brier Island on July 15. 
On my whale cruises in late Aug., I usually saw 1-2 gannets a day. Most of these were 
subadults, 2-3 year-olds. I also saw scattered birds from the Digby/Saint John ferry, 
never far from the Nova Scotia coast. A SW movement on Aug. 20 was probably of 
birds that had been displaced by Hurricane Bob. Jim Wolford saw about 100 Gannets off 
Brier on Oct. 9: mainly subadults, with only a few adults or juveniles. Next day the 
Payzants saw 300 birds on the St. Mary's Bay side of Brier. 

Ken McKenna's first fall gannet at Caribou Is. Lighthouse was on Aug. 5. Later 
on, in September and October, there might be feeding flocks of 100 at a time. There 
were 40 off Mahoney Beach on Nov. 11. Jim Taylor saw 2-15 gannets at a time off 
Port Howe on Oct. 1, passing through Northumberland Strait. Off Bon Portage Island, 
Oct. 16 the Cohrs and Bill Caudle estimated 5-6 gannets per minute, moving south; 90% 
of thes~ were mature. The 75 birds that Blake Maybank et al. saw passing Hartlen's 
Point on Oct. 26, were all adult birds. However, the 100 birds they saw on Nov. 10, in 
a feeding frenzy off Jim Town Beach, Ant. Co., were all first-summer birds. Finally, 
Blake Maybank and Fulton Lavender counted 160 gannets flying out of Halifax Harbour 
on Nov. 2, blown there by our furious October gales. 
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There is only one GREAT CORMORANT report: Shirley Cohrs' singleton at Green 
Bay on Oct. 13. Sue Hill saw 20-30 DOUBLE-CRESTED CORMORANTS at Cape Split on 
June 23, some of them still on nests. Our other reports are of migrating flocks. Carl 
Haycock saw large flocks on Sept. 28, in St. Mary's Bay near Brier Island. Judy Tufts 
saw a flock of 81 on Sept. 30, resting on the water off Porter's Point, Kings Co. Blake 
Maybank et al. saw 100 on Oct. 5, off Eastern Shore, and 250 moving past Seal Island 
on Oct. 13. The latest report is Jim Wolford's note of a tight flock of 200 probable 
Double-crested, off Evangeline Beach on Oct. 27. 

ROBB, ed. 

HERONS AND ALLIES 

A count of 12 AM BITTERNS around the Amherst marshes on June 15 (FLL et al.) 
was exceptional. Some 15 others were noted during the post-breeding season, including a 
late trio still at Conrad's Beach on Nov. 5. There are always lots of GREAT BLUE 
HERON and we can only report highlights and curiousities. One was hotly pursued by 
a Bald Eagle over Wolfville on June 21 (BBT), but whether with murderous or larcend"us 
intent was not clear. They were thought to have had "an exceptional breeding year" 
near Lockeport (DJC). An individual, forty miles west of Yarmouth on Aug. 15, was 
obviously "off to warmer climes" (HH), but there were substantial later gatherings around 
the province. A peak count from the Eastern Shore tallied 215 between Cole Harbour 
and Petpeswick on Oct. 5 (BM,FLL). Other good counts were 32 at Glace Bay Sanctuary 
on Aug. 20 (GC), 27 on Boot Is., Kings Co., on Aug. 28 (BM,FLL), and 17 on a fifty 
meter sandbar at Crescent Beach on Sept. 28 (JSC). GREAT EGRETS included a spring 
bird at Glace Bay Sanctuary. May 14 (A&CM). Post-breeding strays were one near 
Lunenburg on June 23 (HT), another at Crescent Beach, June 23-July 20 (var. obs.), 
and others near Brookfield on Sept. 2 (IAM) and at Portuguese Cove on Nov. 3 (CAF). 
The last may have been one of two birds seen between Conrad's Beach and Chezzetcook 
until mid-month. What was probably a single adult SNOWY EGRET was seen from 
Conrad's Beach to Three Fathom Harbour between June 23 and Sept. 21 (var. obs.). An 
immature was at nearby Cow Bay on July 11 (PM,BES). Six on Cape Sable on Aug. 30 
were "likely the three breeding pairs from Bon Portage Island" (BM,MD). The latest was 
at Pubnico Head on Oct. 17 (RSD). Our LITTLE BLUE HERONS were all white 
immatures. The earliest was at Wallace Bay for the NSBS field trip on July 28 (JWT et 
al.). Next were two at the Melbourne Sanctuary on Aug. 28 (TDM,HH). Finally, is it 
possible that a bird at Pubnico Head for a few days after Nov. 2 (RSD) was the same 
as one that turned up at Chezzetcook on Nov. 21 (BH)? The only reported CATTLE 
EGRET was at Glenwood, Yar. Co., Aug. 1-12 (JKD). A GREEN-BACKED HERON stayed 
at Lr. W. Pubnico for a week in early June (RSD), and another was near Port Morien on 
June 19 (A&CM). A late one was on Bon Portage Is., Oct. 12-15 (NSBS trip, var. obs.). 
There were occasional summer sightings of up to 3 BLACK-CROWNED NIGHT HERONS on 
Cape Sable Is.; a dead adult there on Aug. 27 (R van Twent) was compensated by an 
immature there on Aug. 30 (DAM et al.). Two turned up at Overton, Aug. 14. 
(C.R.K.Allen, HGH,JH). The season's first YELLOW-CROWNED NIGHT-HERON appeared 
at Lockeport on July 25 (DJC). An immature was well photgraphed at Ecum Secum on 
Aug. 21 by R. van Twest, and a very tame immature, probably not on its last legs as 
thought by some, was seen by many at Hartlen's Point between Sept. 1 and Oct. 19. 
These records were matched by a trio of young birds at Overton on Sept. 7 (HGH,HJH). 

I.A.M., ed. 
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GEESE AND DUCKS 

There were no reports of snow geese. a single BRANT was present at Seal Island 
from Oct. 6 to Oct. 14, and it was noted by several observers. An anecdotal report of 
about 500 BRANT seen flying away from Boot Island (near Evangeline Beach) on the 
morningof Oct. 15 (fide JOT) is the largest fall report in these pages in several years. 
CANADA GEESE began appearing in large flocks around Sept. 1, and many observers 
reported hundreds at the usual locations, with about 2000 at Port Joli on Oct. 14 
(BES,PM). Thousands more were at Martinique Game Sanctuary in late October, as 
usual (m. obs.) 

WOOD DUCKS were reported as nesting in Lunenburg and Kings Cos. this year-BLF 
had a nest box with 10 eggs at the Methals reservoir. There were 60 Wood Ducks in 
the Eddy Marsh, Cumberland Co. on Aug. 23 (BM,JE). 

GREEN-WINGED TEAL numbers had risen over 80 In the Canard pond by Aug. 14 
(JOT), and they were common in all of the usual Kings Co. ponds through September, 
with 200 at the New Minas sewage pond on Sept. 13 (JOT). Salt-water reports of 10-70 
come from Crescent Beach, Cherry Hill and Seal Island. 

AMERICAN BLACK DUCK, still holding on to their status as a "good" species, were 
reported by the hundred from ponds throughout the Annapolis Valley. A "very large 
concentration" of 1200 was observed at Martinique Beach (presumably in the Sanctuary 
area) by BM and FLL on Oct. 5. JOT reported several BLACK/MALLARD hybrids in the 
Canard pond: "Handsome males with glossy dark-greenish-black stripe on head from top 
of bill through crown down nape ... ". TDM reported lots of MALLARDS at Dayton, Yar. 
Co., " ... in my feeder, on my lawn, drinking from the dog's bowl .•• ". There were six 
other reports of about 40 individuals from various ponds In the Annapolis Valley, 
Martinique Beach and Antigonish. NORTHERN PINTAIL began appearing in mid
September, with 5 at Amherst Point Bird Sanctuaray by Oct. 17 (FLL et al.) and 3 at 
Martinique Beach on Oct.26 (NSBS FT). There were 4 other reports of single birds. 

Nova Scotia's first GARGANEY was reported from the Annapolis Royal 
Ducks Unlimited empoundment, by CWS biologist Terry Power (fideJWW). The 
bird was observed on May 31, June 1 and again on June 17 between 0600 and 
0900, during routine waterfowl surveys. A convincing sketch of an adult 
male photocopied from TP's field notes Is on file. Garganeys breed through-
out northern Eurasia and winter from the Mediterranean region and southern Asia to 
southern Africa, Australia, New Guinea and the Philippines (Sibley 
and Munroe). The possibility that the bird was an escape from a collection 
cannot be discounted. 

Our only report of breeding BLUE-WINGED TEAL comes from Wallace Point ("ducks 
wha hae at Wallace bred ... "), near Avondale, Hants Co. where JOT and MP had a pair 
with 7-9 young on June 26. Other reports were of 1 to 4 individuals in the Valley ponds 
and at Annapolis Royal. There were two NORTHERN SHOVELLERS at APBS on June 1 
(BM et al.) and an immature or female bird at Harris' pond in Canning on Oct. 26 
(JWW). 

Three GADWALLS were summering at APBS on June 15 (FLL et al.), and another 
was In the West Lawrencetown marsh on June 22 (BM). Fall migrants included 1-3 at 
Harris' pond in Canning (Oct. 13-Nov.5), 2 at APBS and 1 in Pubnico Harbour. 

A group of 40 AMERICAN WIGEON in the Eddy Marsh on June 1 (BM et al.) was 
the only large summer report. Small numbers were reported from many locatio~s, mos!lr 
in the Annapolis Valley through September and October. There were 10 to 30 m Harns 
pond through the fall, and FLL et al. saw about 250 at APBS on Oct. 17. 
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A single adult male REDHEAD was discovered at Lawrencetown marsh on June 23 
(BES), and was still present on July 12. 

The RING-NECKED DUCK is a common breeder throughout the province, and there 
were reports from Annapolis Royal to Lingan Bay. "Dottie's Pond" near Three Fathom 
Harbour held 40 - 60 from Sept. 8 to Oct. 5. 

The 175 GREATER SCAUP in the East River at Pictou on Aug. 5 had increased to 
288 by Aug. 12, and many were still present by reporting time in mid-November (KM). 
There were only a few other reports of 1 or 2 individuals. A LESSER SCAUP at Broad 
Cove, which was first seen in March, was still present on July 19 (SJF). A single male 
was at the Port Williams sewage pond on Aug. 28 (GEF); another single bird at Pubnico 
Harbour on Oct. 20 (JKD) was killed by a hunter, and a third single bird was noted at 
the Antigonish Harbour marsh on Nov. 10 by BM et al. 

Ted D'Eon reports a group of 60 female COMMON EIDER at Mud Island, all killed 
by avian cholera, around June 1 S. The diagnosis was later confirmed by the Department 
of Lands and Forests. The dead eider were accompanied by about 150 dead Greater 
Black-backed Gulls. Hundreds (live) could be seen from Evangeline Beach from Sept. 2 
to Oct. 22, when numbers abruptly dropped off (JWW et al.). JSC reported over 750 
along three miles of coast from Green Bay to Broad Cove on Sept. 15. 

There were no written reports of HARLEQUIN DUCK by deadline time, but this 
editor heard informally that l or more had returned again to the Tribune Head sewer 
outfall near Halifax in mid-November. 

Our first OLDSQUAW was one at Crescent Beach on June 17 (JSC). There were 4 
in the mouth of the Cornwallis River on Oct. 28 (JC), and one or two in the Port 
Williams sewage pond in early November. There were 12 present off Caribou Provincial 
Park on Nov. 3 (KM). 

Only 6 reports of BLACK SCOTER in this issue--11 at Tidnish Point on Sept. 29 
(NSBS,FT), l at Seal Island (SJF) and another at Petite Riviere on Oct. 6 (LC), 5 at 
Seal Island on Oct. 14 (BM et al.), 15-20 at Green Bay on Oct. 17 (JSC) and 9 at 
Crescent Beach on Nov. 9 (SJF). SURF SCOTERS were a little more plentiful--10 
reports of 120 birds. The largest group was 65 at Tidnish Point on Sept. 29 (BM,NSBS, 
FT). As usual, WHITE-WINGED SCOTERS were the most reported of the three species. 
They were best seen from Evangeline Beach, where numbers peaked to about 100 on Oct. 
27 (JWW). By Nov. 6, there were still 75 present (BBT). 

There were 3 COMMON GOLDENEYE in a pond near Caribou park on Oct. 28, and 
there were 40 off Merigomish Island on Nov. 10 (BM et at). 

Very few BUFFLEHEAD were reported last fall. The only significant groups were 
20+ at Annapolis Royal on Oct. 22 (RBS), 12 at "Dottie's Pond" near Three Fathom 
Harbour on Oct. 26 (NSBS, FT) and 10 at Antigonish Harbour on Nov. 10 (BM). 

BLF reports that the HOODED MERGANSER is "becoming a common nester in Kings 
County". He had 7 young at Mud Lake bog on May 31, and 12 young in Bishop's Pond 
on June 11. There were 24 other reports, reflecting more the great popularity of this 
bird than its relative abundance. Groups of 10-20 could be seen at the Glace Bay 
sanctuary, Todd's Island in St. Margaret's Bay, the Annapolis Royal DDU pond, Linden, 
Cumb. Co., Lyon's Brook, Tatamagouche, and in the harbour at Antigonish. 

A female COMMON MERGANSER with 20 young near Martock on July 7 impressed 
JOT and participants in an NSBS field trip--certainly some of the ducklings were 
adoptees. Several observers mentioned groups of about 20 birds. KM had 95 at Caribou 
Island on Oct. 21, and there were about 50 at Economy Point on Nov. 6 (FS). 
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Over 500 RED-BREASTED MERGANSERS joined 30+ Bonaparte's Gulls to feed at 
Port Howe, Cumb. Co. on Oct. 22 (JWT}. There were 340 at Merigomish Island on Nov. 
10 (BM et al.}. JSC saw a female with 22 fluffy young somewhere on the Eastern Shore 
on June 7. 

An NSBS field trip turned up 2 RUDDY DUCKS in the Wallace area on July 28, and 
a surprising §_ were at Sand Point, Col. Co. (in a DU pond) on Nov. 9 (KM). 

LPMP, ed. 

DIURNAL RAPTORS 

The TURKEY VULTURES of Brier Island and Digby Neck were seen by many. Some 
may have summered, but our only report was of an adult on Aug. 20 (ELM}. There were 
several sightings of ones and twos reported beginning in September, with a peak of 
6 on Oct. 6 (L&PP}, and the latest on Oct. 13 (HGH,HJH). They continue to take hold 
in Kings Co., where sightings of birds on July 2 and 11, Aug. 8, Sept. 21 -22, and Oct. 
4, might all represent different individuals (sev. obs.). As an addendum, the Murrants 
note that last winter's vulture came to their feeder at Sand Lake until Mar. 17. 
OSPREYS continue to flourish, but nesting reports are generally uninformative--we all 
seem to know of nests that have or have not been occupied for years. On July 20, near 
Dayton, TOM observed one hovering above a small pond recently stocked with goldfish-
an idea for an Osprey feeder. There were 9 reports of late birds between Oct. 1-9, 
including 1 on the CSS Dawson over Emerald Basin on Oct. 2 (LP}, and another 
plunging into the water close to a bunch of shorebirds (its quarry?) at Evangeline Beach 
on Oct. 4 (JGT). Finally, a bird in Shel. Co. on Oct. 20 (DJC), was about average for 
latest sightings. Reports of BALD EAGLES summering on the mainland continue to 
increase; it would be nice to have a published account of their numbers and distributions 
so that our reports {e.g. two nests in Kings Co.) would have a meaningful baseline. 
Still, they give pleasure, like the "unbelievably close views" into a nest with 2 large 
young near Martock during the NSBS field trip of July 7 (JGT}. Dan Banks (NSL&F} 
sent an account of a ground-nesting pair on a island near River Denys, Bras d'Or Lake; 
they were unsuccessful in 1990, but brought off 2 fledglings this year. By Oct. 21, 30-
40 had already returned to the Kingsport area (MG). 
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Reports on summering N. HARRIERS were spotty; a distinctively pale male was 
around Grand Pre in August (JT), and a pair nested successfully at Pubnico Pt. (RSD). 
A female thirty-five miles off Halifax was southbound on Aug. 24 (BM et al.). "Many" 
juveniles were over Brier Is., Sept. 1-3, one with "brilliant orange painted (?) on one 
shoulder" (RBS), and some 20 were there on Oct. 5 (LPP). Seal Island had paltry peaks 
of 3 on Oct. 7 and 13. Singles were widely noted into November. We have fair 
coverage of SHARP-SHINNED HAWK flights. On Brier Island there were "a few" on 
Sept. 1-3 (RBS), "mass migration" on Sept. 18 (JGT, JC), 50+ on Sept. 29 (MHW et al.), 
and ca. 100 per day on Oct. 5-7 (LPP). On Seal Island, there were 25+ per day on 
Oct. 5-9 (SJF et al.), and numbers built from fewer than 10 to ca. 150 per day between 
Oct. l l-14(BM, JGT, et al.). All this suggests that the real peaks may have eluded us. 
Nine reports of summer GOSHAWKS, including a nest in Kings Co. (RBS), were more than 
usual. Except for 3 on Bon Portage Is., Oct. 15 (JSC et al.), they were not notable as 
emigrants. Five summer sightings of BROAD-WINGED HAWKS included a family with 3 
fledglings in Cumb. Co. (JWT). Brier Is. had its "spectacular migration as usual. No 
local birder should miss this" (L&PP). The first were adults on Aug. 27 (MAC et al.), 
and up to 3 immatures on Sept. 1-2 (JC,BLF). Perceptions for mid-September varied 
(sev. obs.), from "many" on Sept. 18, 60 on Sept. 21, and 1500 on Sept. 22-23. The last 
may be closer to the mark, but I don't know quite how one obtains such estimates. On 
Sept. 29, an estimate of 150 was outmatched by "204 counted 8:30-10:30, then smaller 
concentrations all day" (RBS). We need to organize some formal hawk counting on our 
islands. Scattered RED-TAILED HAWKS were reported, with 5 on Brier Is. on Oct. 5 
(LPP) and 3 at Middle River, Vic. Co., Oct. 10, perhaps encompassing a movement. 
ROUGH-LEGGED Hawks sailed in, hinting at a peak winter. The earliest was at Grand 
Pre on Oct. 14 (JC), and there were 7 or 8 widely scattered birds up to Nov. 11. Jim 
Wolford sent in a good description of an immature GOLDEN EAGLE circling and stooping 
over the North Mountain, near Canning, on Sept. 15. 

A few reports of summering AM. KESTRELS included 2 at Mader's Cove, Lun. Co., 
rated as "usual" (JBM). Early movements seemed indicated by 4 roadside birds on the 
Chignetco Pen. on Sept. 7 (KS) and 9 on the move at Matthews Lake on Sept. 12 
(DHY). Later, there were "dozens per day" on Brier Island on Oct. 5-7 (LPP), and 10 in 
the good hawk flight on Seal Island on Oct. 14 (BM et al.). MERLINS nested in or 
near Halifax, New Minas, Port Dufferin, and probably New Waterford. Several fast-food 
dinners were observed, although an immature around Grand Pre in August had plenty of 
practice, but little success (JT). The usual coastwise sightings of ones or twos were 
punctuated by 7 on the move at Matthews Lake on Sept. 12 and 13 next day on Cape 
Sable Island (DHY), and 6 along St. Margaret's Bay on Sept. 22 (BM). Peaks on the 
islands were ca. 10 per day on Oct. 5-7 on Brier Island (LPP), and 20 on Seal Is. on 
Oct. 14 (BM et al.). Up to 3 PEREGRINE FALCONS around Evangeline Beach from late 
July to early September included at least one banded, locally released juvenile (sev. 
obs.). Two were on Bon Portage Is., Sept. I (FLL). On Seal Is., there were ca. 5 daily 
on Oct. 5-8 (SJF), dropping to 2 on Oct. 11, and reaching a spectacular 7 on Oct. 14 
(BM et al.). On Brier Is. there were, I on Sept. 22(FLL), 6 on Oct. 5 (LPP), and 2 on 
Oct. 13. Elsewhere, about 9 scattered migrants were reported, including one on the 
Dawson offshore on Oct. I (LP). All these add up to about 30-35 birds, about the same 
as last fall's figure. 

GALLINACEOUS BIRDS 

Only two RUFFED GROUSE broods were documented (EW,KS), but 11 reports of 
about 40 individuals in fall (half by KS!) suggest a high in the cycle. Michael 
Hawkeswood seems to have been particularly vigorous in pursuit of SPRUCE GROUSE, 
finding 22 during July-August in SW Digby Co.; we know now where to send out-of
province birders. Four other reports were of two broods and 3 fall birds. Mowing a 
lawn exposed a GRAY PARTRIDGE nest with 21 (!) eggs in Canard, but it was 
nevertheless successful (fide Sif). Reports on RING-NECKED PHEASANTS were 
unremarkable. 
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RALLIDS, LIMPKIN AND CRANE 

Summering VIRGINIA RAILS were recorded at Eddy Marsh, Maccan and Wallace 
(var. obs.). The only migrant was flushed at Green Bay on Oct. 12 (L&JSC). SORAS 
were more common, as usual. There were up to 12 in the Amherst marshes on June 15 
(FLL et al.), and 8 in three other regular localities during summer (var. obs.). Migrants 
occurred near Canning on Oct. 13 (BBT) and at APBS on Oct. 17 (FLL). An immature 
PURPLE GALLINULE was captured Lr. W. Pubnico on June 7 (RSD), and an adult 
blundered into DHY's garage at Little Hbr., Shel. Co., on Oct. 23. Sightings at Eddy 
Marsh of an adult COMMON MOORHEN on June 15 and July 28 (FLL), and of a juvenile 
on Aug. 23 (BM), suggest local success. Individuals near Fort Lawrence on July 18 and 
Sept. 14 (KM) are also suggestive. One on Oct. 14 at Chezzetcook (LPP) was clearly a 
migrant. Broods of AM. COOTS were seen by JWT on June 15 at APBS (3 young) and 
Eddy Marsh (2 young). At least one was on the Annapolis Royal impoundments through 
summer (JT). Ten at APBS on Oct. 17 (FLL) may or may not have been local, but 2 at 
Three Fathom Harbour on Nov. 10 (BS,PM) were the first coastward migrants. 

Linda Conrad was the only one lucky enough to savour an errant LIMPKIN that 
appeared close to her home at the head of W. Lawrencetown Marsh on Oct. 17. She 
spotted it from her car, only a short distance from the road, feeding in the open in the 
company of 2 Am. Bitterns. Her description of its long neck, long legs, long decurved 
bill, and general lankiness alongside the bitterns, extensive white spotting on a chocolate 
background, and its crane-like flight when flushed, is quite in order. Even more 
convincing, the bird was screaming as only a Limpkin can scream-In fact this attracted 
Linda's attention initially. Over the next two days, record hordes of birders (up to 
thirty at a time; our hordes are not impressive by U.S. and British standards) waited 
patiently for the bird to reappear. After almost all had given up, Linda found it in the 
same spot on the afternoon of the 19th. She rushed to inform Peter MacLeod and Bev 
Sarty, who caught a brief glimpse of the bird as it flushed across a brushy clearing-just 
enough to take in the distinctive flight, decurved bill, dangling legs and plumage 
spotting. This is the third sight record for Nova Scotia of a species that has otherwise 
not occurred north of New Jersey. 

Lise and Shirley Cohrs found an immature SANDHILL CRANE at Petite Riviere on 
Sept. 16. An excellent description and sketch of another was submitted by Dr. Ron 
Tasker, a visitor from Ontario, who with Charles Lennox found the bird on the SE side 
of the mouth of Chezzetcook Inlet on Oct. 5. Some day I hope we'll find out if these 
now almost-regular rarities are breeding locally. 

1AM, ed. 

SHOREBIRDS 

The Missaquash NORTHERN LAPWING was still there June 1 (BM et al.) and Aug. 
22 (MG)-a three-and-a-half month visit by this rarity. 

An AMERICAN OYSTERCATCHER, first sighted at Cole Harbour, June 2 (by?), was 
there June 11 (BS,PM). 
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A few BLACK-BELLIED PLOVER were still heading north as summer approached, 
with 30-50 at Pinkney's Pt., May 26 (JD), 2S at Windsor, June 1 and 1, not in alternate 
plumage, June 16 (JWW). There were SO southward-bound migrants at Three Fathom 
Harbour, July 28 (AJV) and 23 at Grand Pre next day (G&JT), where numbers reached 
1000 by Aug. 13 (G&JT,JC), as they also did on Cape Sable Island (IAM et al.);, This 
appears to have been the peak; by Sept. 6 there were only 40 at Grand Pre, (JC). 
Elsewhere there were still 24 at Lingan, C.B., Sept. 2~ (CSM); in general October 
reports were of small numbers, but 200 were at Grand Pre on the 27th (JWW). There 
were still 30 at Three Fathom Harbour (FLL et al.) and 20 at Economy (FS) Nov. S and 
4 at Gayfield (Ant. Co.), Nov. 10 (BM et al.). Single LESSER GOLDEN-PLOVER were 
at Conrad's Beach, Aug. 8 (BM}; at Grand Pre (JWW) and Economy (FS), Aug. 9. 
Largest numbers were at Grand Pre--41, Sept. 7 and 63, Oct. 13 (JC), with 10 still there 
Oct. 27 (JWW). One last was at Dominion Beach on Nov. 2 (GC). 

There were 15 SEMIPALMATED PLOVER at Economy, July 14 (FS), 200 at Three 
Fathom Harbour, July 28 (FLL et al.) and 1000 at Conrad's Beach, July 31 (FLL,R&JB). 
As mid-August approached numbers rose; on the 13th there were 300 at Cheticamp 
(CSM), 976 at Crescent (JSC) and 4S00 on Cape Sable Island (IAM et al.). There were 
still 3000 at Grand Pre on Aug. 28 (BM,FLL). Numbers decreased through Sept., but 220 
were still at Crescent Beach, Sept. 21 (JSC) and 318 at Cherry Hill, Sept. 28 (SJF); 7S 
were still at Grand Pre, Oct. 18 (JC) and 1 last at Cherry Hill Nov. 3 (SJF). The same 
beach hosted 5 nesting pairs of PIPING PLOVER. Two were late nesters, perhaps 
displaced from -Cadden Bay (SJF), where the loss of 20 nests to predation was well 
publicized by the media. Elsewhere, 3 chicks were raised at Lingan Bay, C.B. (CSM), 2 
at Martinique (CAF), and 2-3 chicks at Conrad's, from a nest discovered with 4 eggs July 
12; it represented a pair's third and finally successful attempt to raise young. --X 
KILLDEER nest with 4 eggs was found at New Leicester, Cumb. Co., May 29 (KS); 3 
young chicks fallen from the flat roof of the Wolfville school were rescued and replaced 
June 16 (JWW). Two chicks at Lr. W. Pubnico, Aug. 3, must have been the product of a 
second nesting attempt (RSD). The last report of this common summer resident was of 
30 on Oct. 21 at River John (KM). 

Two GREATER YELLOWLEGS were at Lawrencetown on the early date of June 23 
(BM). More normally there were 12 at Lingan, July 22 (CSM). Sizable concentrations 
were 61 at Conrad's Beach. Aug. 8 (BM), 40 were there on Oct. 8 (GT,JC) and 100 
around the Lawrencetown area, Oct. 29 (GT et al.), where there were only 4, Oct. 31 
(JT). LESSER YELLOWLEGS also arrived very early, with 20 on June 22 at 
Lawrencetown (BM). There were 100 at Three Fathom Harbour, July 28 (FLL et al.). 
August reports were mostly of small numbers, but 80 were at Conrad's on the 28th 
(BM,FLL). Last were 6 there Sept. 30 (JT). About a dozen SOLITARY SANDPIPERS 
were noted this fall, half of them in the Valley, the dates ranging from 1, July 24 at 
Canard (G&JT) to 1 at Brier, Sept. 1S (FS). The early-nesting and early-departing 
WILLET were already gathering by the end of June (a downy chick, June 29 at 
Martinique was thought to be from a second nesting attempt - GEF). Reports from 
Wolfville (G&JT), Crescent Beach (JSC,GJT) and Cherry Hill (SJF) show numbers 
declining through the latter half of July. They could still be found in August, with as 
many as 18 still at Crescent on the 13th, and the 6 there on Sept. 7 mark the last 
sizable number; one last remained until Sept. 1S (JSC). Nesting reports of the SPOTTED 
SANDPIPER come from Pubnico Pt., June 26 (RSE) and Lingan, C.B. (CSM,TC); 2 
immatures were at Blomidon, Sept. 15 (JC) and, rather late, 1 on Brier, Oct. 13 
(H&HH), 2 on Seal Island, Oct. 11-18 (BM et al.). The first WHIMBREL were 1 at 
Cherry Hill, July 9 (JSC,SJF) and 3 at Glace Bay, July 17 (CSM,TC). They were sighted 
through August, with the largest number, 35-40, at Chebogue Pt. on the 8th (ER,HH). 
Last seen were 4 at Hartlen's Pt., Sept. 21 (FLL,CR), l was still there Oct. 6 (BM,RF). 
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Evangeline Beach, Grand P'fe, was favoured by the HUDSONIAN GODWIT this fall. 
There was 1 there July 29 (C), 4, Aug. 9 (JWW), 8-10 (RBS) or 3-4 (JC,G&JT) Aug. 13; 
they, or others, were seen Aug. 23 (1), Sept. 29 (5), and on several later occasions by 
the above observers until Oct. 20 ( 1 ). Elsewhere, one was at Glace Bay, Aug. 20 ( GC), 
4 on Cape Sable Island, Aug. 30 (BM,MD), and 1 at Hartlen's Pt., Sept. 22 (BS,PM,KM). 

A MARBLED GODWIT was at Tatamagouche, May 28, not far from its "regular" Sand 
Point stopping-place (RH). The first RUDDY TURNSTONES were 3 at Cherry Hill, July 
20 (L&PP) and 1 at Crescent, July 21 (JSC). Subsequent reports suggest moderate 
numbers from late July through early Sept. (i.e. 50 at Three Fathom Harbour, July 28 
and at Yarmouth, July 31 (FLL et al.), with sim!Jar numbers at Rainbow Haven, Aug. 8 
(BS,PM), Bon Portage, Aug. 14 (JWW), Grand Pre, Aug. 28 (BM,FLL) and Hartlen's Pt., 
Sept. 7 (CAF). Last was 1 on Bon Portage, Oct. 15-17 (JSC). 

Last spring 2 RED KNOTS In breeding plumage were at Cole Harbour as late as 
June 5 (BS,PM.) The first fall migrant was at Lingan, July 22 (CSM,TC); only small 
numbers were reported until Aug. 21, when 44 were at Sebim Beach, near Barrington 
(DHY). Other large concentrations (40-50) were on Cape Sable Island, Aug. 30 
(BM,MD), at Grand P~, Sept. 6 & 21 (JC) and at Cole Harbour, Oct. 5 (BM,FLL). 
There were 10 still at Grand Pre", Oct. 27 (JWW). At the same place 20 SANDERLINGS 
were present July 26 (J&GT,BBT), with 100 there next day (RBS) and 200 at Cherry 
Hill, Aug. 29 (SJF). Late Aug.-early Sept. saw 180 on Cape Sable Island (BM,MD) and 
300 at Evangeline Beach (JC), but otherwise numbers through the season were on the low 
side. Last were 13 at Little Harbour, Nov. 1 (DHY) though others are surely still with 
us. The earliest SEMIPALMATED SANDPIPERS were 3 at Porter's Point, July 3 (KMG); 
by the 12th there were 500 at Wolfville (JT), by the 27th, 2000 (RBS), with the same 
number at Cook's Beach, July 31 (FLL et al.). At Evangeline Beach the first week of 
August saw the kind of numbers for which it is internationally known. Estimates ranged 
from 126,400 (vs. 150,000 In 1990-KMG) to 150,000, "possibly as high as 200,00" (JC). 
The first few juveniles were detected Aug. 9, 5-10 among the 40-50,000 present that day 
(JC) and next (KMG). Highest counts elsewhere were 4000 on Cape Sable. Island (IAM 
et al.) and 622 at Crescent Beach, Aug. 13 (JSC). On Aug. 26, 95% of the 10,000 at 
Evangeline Beach were juveniles (JC); numbers declined thereafter, 2000 Sept. 8, 400, 
Sept. 16, 10 on Oct. 21 (JC)- the great passage was essentially over; 1 last was the 
Three Fathom Harbour, Nov. 5 (FLL,JT,AV). As the Semis departed JC was able to find 
2 WESTERN SANDPIPERS, an adult Sept. 8 & 10 and Oct. 6, and a juvenile, Sept. 29. 
A LEAST SANDPIPER at Economy, June 13, may have been planning to summer in Nova 
Scotia, but one there July 14 was presumably an early migrant (FS). There were 50 at 
Three Fathom Harbour, July 28 (FLL et al.). Several hundred were at Evangeline Beach 
throughout Aug. (JC,BM,FLL), still 200 there Sept. 8 (JC) and 115 at Cherry Hill the 
day before (SJF). One was still at Grand Pre, Oct. 6 (JC), another at Conrad's, Oct. 
12 (FLL et al.). The first WHITE-RUMPED SANDPIPERS were at Three Fathom 
Harbour, July 28 (G&JT). Estimates in Aug. at Grand Pre were of several hundred, 
peaking toward month's end (JC), and ca. 1000, Aug. 28 (BM,FLL). There were still 100 
there Oct. 21 (JC); last were 15 at Economy, Nov. 5 (FS). BAIRD'S SANDPIPERS were 
in the Halifax area, Aug. 8 (BM,IAM) and "at least" 5 on Bon Portage, Aug. 12 
(PCS,PS). Through Sept. 9, at Cherry Hill (GEF), about a dozen were seen, including 
one at Evangeline Beach (GEF), where it is not usually seen. Observers noted 10 
PECTORAL SANDPIPERS Aug. 10, 8 at Grand Pr{ and 2 on Brier (RBS), where there 
were 6-8 Aug. 28 (MC et al.) and 30 at Lr. LaHave, Oct. 16 (EC). Last WflS 1 at 
Hartlen's Point, Oct. 26 (BM et al.). The only PURPLE SANDPIPER to make the fall 
report was 1 on Big Island, Pie. Co., Oct. 31-on a mudflat (KM). Dates for the 
DUNLIN range from Aug. 13, one at Grand PrEi just moulting out of alternate plumage 
(JC), to 20 at Cole Harbour, Nov. 5 (FLL,AJV). The largest numbers were 250 at Cole 
Harbour Oct 5 (BM FLL) and 200 Grand Pr€; Oct. 27 (JWW). A CURLEW SANDPIPER 
was rep~rted from Grand Desert, July 20 (BS,PM), another was discovered at Evangeline 
Beach, July 26 (JT) and seen by several observers through Aug. 1. 
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Five localities hosted BUFF-BREASTED SANDPIPERS this fall: Grand Pie, Aug. 11 
(JT et al.), Brier, Aug. 28 (MC) and Sept. 10 (KM), Bon Portage, Sept. 2 (BS et al.), 
Cherry Hill, Sept. 2 & 14 (JSC,SJF), and Lr. LaHave, Sept. 18-19 (EC). One or two 
RUFFS (reeves, actually) were in the Valley in late August at Avonport, Aug. 28 
(BM,FLL) and Evangeline (no date, fide Barbara Hinds' column of Sept. 6). 

A STILT SANDPIPER was at Lawrencetown, July 27 (BS,PM); 2-3, Aug. 11-22 
(JC,RBS) were in the Grand Pre-Canning area. Two were at Conrad's Beach, Aug. 8 & 
28 (BM,FLL), 1 on the latter date on Bon Portage (DD), and another at Cherry Hill, 
Sept. 7 (JSC&JC). Quite late was 1 at Sheffield Mills, Oct. 2 (RBS). Five SHORT
BILLED DOWITCHERS were at Wolfville, July 3 (JT), 85 by July 11 at Cherry Hill 
(JSC), and 400 July 12 at Three Fathom Harbour (BS,PM). At Grand Desert there were 
2000 July 20 (BS, PM), with 1500 at Three Fathom Harbour a week later (FLL). These, 
together with 1000 in the SW at month's end (FLL et al.) were the only large numbers 
reported; records end with a sighting of 14, Sept. 8 at Conrad's Beach (BM,RF). 

Single COMMON SNIPE were sighted by several observers from late August to 
early October. Along the New Brunswick-Nova Scotia border 15-20 were found Aug. 22 
(JWW et al.) as were 3 on Seal Island, Oct. 14 (BM et al.). A nesting report of" the 
AMERICAN WOODCOCK comes from Baxter's Harbour, where there were downy young, 
May 25 (SWBNS). Only 5 reports for fall (7 birds), the last, Nov. 2 at Apple River 
(MM). 

FS, ed. 

PHALAROPES TO AUKS 

Fulton Lavender et al. saw 40 RED-NECKED PHALAROPES off Brier Island on July 
15. Ken McKenna had ca. 1000 phalaropes there, probably Red-necked, on July 19-20. 
Jim Wolford saw several hundred birds, most RED PHALAROPES, on Aug. 4. I saw 
phalaropes regularly during my seabird cruises off Brier during the last half of August. 
Numbers were not very high; my peak was ca. 3000 birds on Aug. 27. However, we 
usually saw them well offshore, and we may not have been far enough out. The 
exception to this was on Aug. 27, when Carl Haycock saw large flocks of phalaropes and 
other seabirds crammed into Grand Passage, during a dense fog. They dispersed as soon 
as the fog lifted. The latest report of Brier phalaropes was my 100 birds on Sept. 28. 
Estimating Red-necked/Red species ratios was difficult, as usual. It isn't helped by the 
fact that they don't blend evenly. In one 'streak' I saw a small flock of Red-necked, 
then one of Reds, then another bunch of Red-necked, like beads on a string. I would 
guesstimate an average of 60-70% Red-necked. Compare this to Richard Stern's estimate 
of 250+ Red-necked and 500+ Reds off Brier on Aug. 11. Whatever the true figure ( if 
there is one), I stick to my belief that there has been a radical change since I was 
working off Brier in August in the mid-1970s, when Red-necked Phalaropes were very 
scarce indeed. 

Elsewhere, Hubert Hall on Bluenose saw small flocks of phalaropes, mostly Reds, 
near the Lurcher Shoal on July 1. He saw 2-3000 phalaropes, of both species, on Aug. 
3, twenty-one miles west of Yarmouth. Franklin d'Entremont (via Raymond d'Entremont) 
saw many unidentified phalaropes on Georges Bank on Aug. 29. Gareth Harding saw a 
couple there from CSS Dawson on Sept. 26. Ken McKenna reports a Red-necked from 
the Big Island Causeway on Oct. 31--probably blown in by a storm. Blake Maybank et 
al., on their pelagic cruises off Halifax, saw 3 Reds and 20 Red-necked on Aug. 3, and 1 
Red and 22 Red-necked on Aug. 24. 

There are several reports of WILSON'S PHALAROPES. Bev Sarty's party saw 2 at 
Conrad's Beach on Aug. 25. Blake Maybank says that they were still there on Aug. 28. 
There was 1 (fide the N.S. Bird Info Line) at Pond Cove, Halifax Co. on Aug. 29. Later 
in the fall, on Oct. 12, Fred Forsyth saw 5 on the backwater pond at Cherry Hill Beach. 
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It's been a good fall for skua sightings. On Bluenose, near Yarmouth, Hubert Hall 
saw single GREAT SKUA on Sept. 3, Sept. 13 (along with a POMARINE JAEGER) and 
Sept. 27. He saw another Pomarine on Sept. 2. Linda Payzant, on CSS Dawson in 
Emerald Basin, saw a Pomarine on Sept. 25, 2 Great Skuas on Sept. 26, and an 
intermediate-morph SOUTH POLAR SKUA on Oct. 3. Raymond d'Entremont, on Georges 
Bank, saw a dark-morph Pomarine on July 10, and a possible South Polar Skua on July 
25. Off Brier Island, Richard Stern saw an unidentified skua on Aug. 11, Ian Patterson 
and I saw single jaegers, probably juvenile Pomarines, on Aug. 19 and 31. Margaret Clark 
et al. saw an adult and an immature PARASITIC JAEGER on Aug. 28, while Fulton 
Lavender et al. had an adult and a third-year Pomarine on Sept. 23, and two adult birds 
on Oct. 13. Ken McKenna reports an adult Parasitic at Northport on Sept. 8. The 
cruises off Halifax by Fulton Lavender, Richard Stern et al. produced 4 Greats, 2 dark
morph South Polars, and 2 unidentified Skuas on Oct. 13. Blake Maybank et al. saw 2 
unidentified Skuas off Hartlen's Point on Oct. 26. I'll finish by noting the 
extralimital LONG-TAILED JAEGER, in perfect plumage, that I saw beside the dock at 
Letite, N.B., Aug. 22. This must have been a refugee from Hurricane Bob. 

I'll note the abundance of HERRING and GREAT BLACK-BACKED GULLS, as usual, 
and press on. Those of you who came to the recent Bird Society meeting will know 
that Herring Gulls have invaded our tern sanctuary on Peter Island off Brier and, after 
only three seasons, the terns are in bad shape. The LESSER BLACK-BACKED GULL is 
back again at the Volvo Plant in Halifax; Blake Maybank and Fulton Lavender saw it 
there on Oct. 26. Donna Crosby saw an adult at Lockeport 's Crescent Beach on Sept. 
24, and is sure that this was the bird that spent part of the last two winters there. 
The McNeills saw another adult at Port Hood on Sept. 9. At Tribune Head, Halifax Co., 
Brian Dalziel's first ICELAND GULL sighting was on Sept. 29. However, the NSBS field 
trip on the same day produced 150 birds at Northport, Cumb. Co. Jeff Crolla saw a 
lst.--winter GLAUCOUS GULL near Wolfville on Oct. 30, and Ian McLaren saw another 
at the head of Bedford Basin, Nov. 7. 

Fulton Lavender et al. saw 2 BLACK-LEGGED KITTIWAKES off Brier Island on July 
15, Ian Patterson saw one there on Aug. 19, and I saw a possible on Aug. 25. However, 
the big flocks came late in the fall. Fulton and Craig Roberts saw 200 on Sept. 23, 
and Jim Wolford and the Hills estimated 300+, mostly adults, off the Northern Light on 
Oct. 9. Hubert Hall saw an adult and an immature off Gull Rock on Oct. 12, and he 
had an adult in Grand Passage on Oct. 14. He also reports a flock of 13 off Yarmouth 
on Sept. 14, seen from Bluenose. Sylvia Fullerton saw 300+ off Seal Island on Oct. 5-
9: "these have increased enormously near Seal over the last few years". George Crowell 
saw 100 off North Head on July 31. Blake Maybank and other saw singletons off 
Hartlen's Point on Sept. 8 and Oct. 26. Blake's pelagic trips off Halifax Co. produced 5 
birds on Aug. 3 and 2 on Aug. 24. He and Fulton Lavender saw 75 at the entrance to 
Halifax Harbour on Nov. 2, blown inshore by the easterly gales. Francis Spalding saw 
75+ immature RING-BILLED GULLS at Economy on June 13; Bev Sarty and Peter 
MacLeod saw 80+ Ring-bills at Cow Bay Pond on July 15; the McNeills saw 60 at Mabou 
on Sept. 15; Jim Wolford estimated ca. 150 on pastures near Truro on Oct. 1; Sylvia 
Fullerton had 28 immatures at Broad Cove on Oct. 4; and Blake Maybank et al. saw 150 
birds, 95% adults, Nov. 10, at Jim Town Beach, Ant. Co. 
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We have had an interesting crop of small gulls this fall. The McNeills saw an 
adult MEW GULL at Port Hood on Sept. 9, Roger Foxall saw an adult moulting into 
winter plumage near Lawrencetown on Sept. 14, and Ian McLaren and Bob Dickie had a 
first-winter bird at Fairview Cove on Nov. 9-10. Bev Sarty and Peter MacLeod saw a 

first-year SABINE'S GULL off Seal Island on Sept. 13, and Gordon Tufts saw a Sabine's 
there on Oct. 11. Hubert Hall saw an adult LAUGHING GULL on June 4, ten miles west 
of Yarmouth and heading south. The largest concentration of BLACK-HEADED GULLS 
was 20 birds, mostly adults, seen by Blake Maybank et al. on Nov. 20 at Jim Town 
Beach. They also saw singletons at Cole Harbour on Aug. 21, Conrad's Beach on Sept. 
8, and in Antigonish Harbour on Nov. 10. Bev Sarty and Peter McLeod saw 2 birds at 
Hartlen's Point on Nov. 6. BONAPARTE'S GULLS were much commoner. Fulton 
Lavender saw llOO of them at Tidnish. The NSBS field trip on Sept. 29 found 125 at 
Northport, Cumb. Co. Kenny McKenna saw 400 at Caribou Island on Oct. 21. On Nov. 
10 Blake Maybank et al. saw 800 at Pictou and 300 at Jim Town Beach, 95% adults in 
both cases, and 50 birds at Mahoney's Beach, Ant. Co. Jim Taylor saw 30+ at Port 
Howe on Oct. 22, feeding on fish along with 500+ Red-breasted Mergansers. 

Hurricane Bob did us some good terns. Raymond d'Entremont found a LEAST TERN 
on the beach at Cape Sable Island on Aug. 20, just after Bob came through, to the west 
of Nova Scotia and the Bay of Fundy. It was very tame (or just plain exhausted?) and 
twice let him approach within 10 paces. On the same day, Ian McLaren and Eric Mills 
saw SANDWICH TERN flying to and fro over Pond Cove, Brier Island. This is the first 
confirmed record of the species in Nova Scotia. Ian and Eric also saw 3 juvenile and 1 
adult ROYAL TERNS on Brier that day, and Don Codling saw a singleton on Aug. 21. 
June Graves saw a GULL-BILLED TERN In Yarmouth, and Jeff Crolla and others found a 
bird in winter plumage at Evangeline Beach that stayed at least until Aug. 27. 

We had our normal tern species as well, of course. Ted D'Eon censused the colony 
on Northern Twin Island, West Pubnico on June 11, and estimated approximately 371 
COMMON TERN nests, 50 ARTIC and 20 ROSEATE. On June 15, he counted 26 Arctic 
nests on Flat Island, near Mud Island. Ian McLaren passes along a report that terns on 
Cape Sable failed to breed successfully this year: gull predation, presumably. The 
earliest record is of 30 Commons on May 26, seen by Blake at Port Dufferin. Fulton 
Lavender et al. saw a remarkable assembly of 1000 Commons at Tldnlsh-Wallace on Sept. 
8. The last report was the juvenile Common that Ian McLaren saw at Eastern Passage 
on Oct. 26. 

Blake Maybank had a good view of a CASPIAN TERN off Pictou on Aug. 17. Jim 
Wolford and others saw an adult on Aug. 22, at a marsh improvement along the 
Mlssaquash River; John Field saw one at the Amherst Point Bird Sanctuary on Sept. l; 
George Crowell saw 2 at Cheticamp Island on Sept. 4. The first BLACK TERN was the 
one reported by Don McNeill and others from Lusby Marsh on June 1. As usual, most of 
our reports come from this area. However, Ted D'Eon saw a bird on Holmes Island in 
the Tuskets on July 3. It was the only one among 2-300 Commons and Arctics. 

Jeff Crolla and Gordon Tufts saw an early DOVEKIE on Sept. 18, at Pond Cove, 
Brier Island. BLACK GUILLEMOTS, as usual, were reported along rocky coasts. Ted 
D'Eon found 11 dead adults when he visited Round Island, near Mud Island, on July 3. 
He suspects avian cholera, though this has not been confirmed. Ken McKenna saw our 
only RAZORBILL, off Brier Island on July 19. We have no Nova Scotian reports of 
murres, but I' 11 smuggle one in from the other side of Fundy: 2 adult COMMON 
MURRES, each with a well-grown chick, at the Letite ferry dock on Aug. 22. It's a 
sign that the Fundy population of this species, harried into extinction, is gradually 
making a comeback. 
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I saw single ATLANTIC PUFFINS on most days, during my whale cruises off Brier 
Island during the last half of August. These birds were star attractions that actually 
distracted people from the humpbacks! Fulton Lavender et al. saw 3 birds at Brier, and 
1 on Oct. 13. Elsewhere, we have Hubert Hall's immature bird off Yarmouth on June 4, 
and his adult on June 30; Alan Murrant 's couple off Flint Island, Cape Morien, on June 
22 and his singleton there on Aug. 2; David Young's off Hemeon Head on July 1; and 
the 2 that Blake Maybank and Fulton Lavender saw at the entrance to Halifax Harbour 
on Nov. 2, blown in by storms. 

ROBB, ed. 

DOVES, CUCKOOS 

The province's 9th WHITE-WINGED DOVE favoured George Crowell' s feeder at 
Glace Bay, Aug. 10-12. His photographs show this bird as very grey, without any huffy 
around head or breast, and it accordingly probably came from the far southwest U.S.A., 
rather than from Florida or the Caribbean. As in other recent years, MOURNING DOVES 
came to some feeders through summer, sometimes in numbers, e.g. up to 24 on St. 
Margaret's Bay (EC), 20 in Rockingham (MC), and 20 in Dartmouth (SH). Whether the 
birds or their providers have changed habits is unclear. Some leave the province, as 
suggested by 40 on Bon Portage Island on Sept. 27. (BS,PM) and 10 on Seal Island on 
Oct. 13. A BLACK-BILLED CUCKOO on July 24 near Prospect (BS) was unlikely to have 

The province's ninth White-winged Dove was 
photographed on Aug. 11 by George Crowell in 
his backyard at Glace Bay. 
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nested nearby. Sightings at Hartlen's Point on Oct. 10 (PM,JWT) and Oct. 20-26 (BM 
et al.) probably represented 2 individuals. Another was on Bon Portage Island on Oct. 
16 (JSC et al.). Between Aug. 9 and early November, at least 31 YELLOW-BILLED 
CUCKOOS were sighted, but these may not include all second-hand reports and doubtless 
more will come. Four were window-kills or traffic victims. Did you know that the 
Yellow-billed Cuckoos is the second-most-common North American vagrant in Britain (54 
up to the end of 1990)? Quite cuckoo! 

OWLS, GOATSUCKERS, SWIFT, HUMMINGBIRD, KINGFISHERS 

Ten GREAT HORNED OWLS were largely seen in fall, but none, including 2-3 on 
Bon Portage Island, Oct. 14-16, were certain migrants. A SNOWY OWL winter has been 
heralded across the country, and our first appeared near Wolfville on Nov. 8 (JT). 
Thirteen pairs of BARRED OWLS occupied BLF's nest box this year, laying a total of 26 
eggs. Only two pairs failed, and 23 young were banded. One of the successful females 
was banded as an adult eight years ago! A few others were seen around the province. 
The only SHORT-EARED OWL noted was being lightly harassed by 2 N. Harriers and 2 
Peregrines at Evangeline Beach on Sept. 26 (JC). Two SAW-WHET OWLS singing on 
June l (BM) were routine, but one heard during the first two weeks of October on the 
Old Sackville Road. (the Codlings) was less so. 

RSD decries the shortage of COMMON NIGHTHAWKS, and indeed this year's 
showing was poorish--but first, an addendum: RBS notes that one on Brier Island, May 
19, edged out the earliest noted in the last issue. Summer gatherings were 15-20 along 
Hwy 103 on July 25 (HGH&JH), 30 near Mader's Cove on Aug. 15 (JBM), and 10 near 
Sandy Cove on Aug. 20 (ROH); there were a few other reports of fewer than 7-8 at a 
time. A bird on Oct. 28 at Allendale, Shel. Co. (Bill Curry fide DHY) matched the 
latest previous record. Our only report of WHIP-POOR-WILL was of a bird singing near 
Harrietsfield, June 1 (BM et al.); they really have become rare. 

Jim Wolford sent a draft writeup on roastings of CHIMNEY SWIFTS in the chimney 
at the Robie Tufts Nature Centre (RTNC) in Wolfville. It would be nice to see in full, 
but meanwhile I summarize it here. Numbers remained at about 400 until June 7, then 
dropped to about 200. They rebounded to 400 in mid-June, probably representing the last 
of northbound (non-breeding?) migrants. About 150 presumed non-breeders remained until 
late July, then were augmented by other presumed non-breeders or failures. Shortly 
after, the same flock (?) switched partly or entirely (on some evenings) to a traditional 
chimney on the Acadia campus. A last trio entered that chimney on Aug. 20, but a new 
178 appeared at the RTNC next evening, a few of which persisted until Aug. 24. Jim 
also notes that the only witnessed morning departures were between 8:30 and 11:13 a.m. 
We have much to learn of the ways of swifts. Another notable concentration was of 400 
entering the chimney of the Temperance Street school in Antigonish, May 29 (KM). A 
nest with 4 large young was found in a barn at East Dalhousie in late July 
(DC,BLF,JWW). A bird on Brier Island on 10 July was probably outbound, but we 
received no reports of migrants later than the last Wolfville birds. 

RUBY-THROATED HUMMINGBIRDS were regular in gardens and at feeders this 
summer, but reporting was spotty. Most reported them as gone by late August, with last 
sightings from three localities on Sept. 13-14 (GF,TDM,KS). A very small hummingbird 
reported as a Bee Hummingbird was probably the hawkmoth Haemorrhagia thysbe. The 
colours seemed right, and these moths are astonishing hummingbird-like. Last year I 
received a photo of one with a request to diagnose the hummingbird species! The non
migrant Jamaican Bee Hummingbird is totally implausible here, although the rather small 
Calliope from the west is remotely possible. 

Breeding-season BELTED KINGFISHERS were probably under reported. After an 
apparent dearth last year, it is pleasant to report an apparent recovery: 93 were 
counted on a Sept. 8 "big day" (BM,RF), there were "lots" in Inverness Co. in mid
September (DAM,CDM), and the Cohrs thought were "up by a factor of 5 in September 
of this year". 
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WOODPECKERS 
YELLOW-BELLIED SAPSUCKERS probably nested in usual numbers. However, JGT, who 
found 12-16 on a July 5 trip In Kings Co. (mostly through feeding and contact calls), 
noted that the forests were closed next day as a fire precaution. Only 6 migrants were 
reported, Including the latest, a female and an immature on Brier Island, Oct. 14 
(HJ&HGH). Seven reports of about 22 DOWNY WOODPECKERS seemed routine. A 
young male with a red crown was being fed suet by his mother in Yarmouth on July 5 
(TDM). This plumage of the juvenile male Downy (and Hairy), which is not long 
retained, often puzzles beginners, who can't find the red crown in field guides. About 
15 reports of 18 HAIRY WOODPECKERS were also about as usual. Nests of BLACK
BACKED WOODPECKERS were discovered on May 26 at Methel's Reservoir (with young 
heard, in a stub over water BLF), and on July 7, near White's Lake, Hfx. Co., with 2 
young gone by July 14 (BS). There were other wise reports of 5 scattered birds. Apart 
from a couple of references to nestlngs, there was not much on summering N. FLICKERS. 
An excellent count of 70 was around St. Margaret's Bay on Sept. 22 (BM), and 10+ were 
near Spicer's Cove on Oct. 5 (KS). On Seal Island, SO+ per day occurred on Oct. 8-9 
(SJF et al.) dropping to 25 on the 12th and peaking again to SO on the 13th. Eleven 
reporters documented some 27 PILEATED WOODPECKERS, always a treat. 

IAM, ed. 

FLYCATCHERS TO SWALLOWS 

As usual a few OLIVE-SIDED FLYCATCHERS were reported from appropriate 
habitat. BLF had a probably family group, with several heard together near White Rock, 
Aug. 23, and he and JC had 4 on Brier Island, Sept. l-2. Another migrant was on Bon 
Portage, Oct. 15 (JSC,WC). JGT reports successful raising of a family of EASTERN 
WOOD-PEEWEE again In her backyard (Wolfvllle Ridge) this year, and commented that 
vocalisation was diminished during the dry summer but resumed again as soon as it 
rained. They disappeared the night of Sept. 19, a little later than last year. JSC had 
singing birds, Aug. 12-16, but the only other fall report was of 1 bird closely studied by 
several experts on Seal Island, Oct. 13, and judged to be this species and not a 
Western, even though silent. 

A few YELLOW-BELLIED FLYCATCHERS were around, with one still singing in 
Green Bay, Aug. 27 (JSC) and other individuals reported from one end of the province 
(Cheticamp, L&PP) to the other (Brier Island, RBS,MAC et al.) in September. There 
were no specific ALDER FLYCATCHER reports, although a few sightings (and hearings (?) 
in June were noted, possibly because of the difficulty of identifying this species in the 
fall when not vocalizing. Of note, although not a fall sighting, is JWW's report of a 
POSSIBLE WILLOW FLYCATCHER, in Margaretsville, June 20, identified by its different 
two syllable "fitz-bew" call. The only fall LEAST FLYCATCHER report is of 10 on Bon 
Portage Island, Sept. 2 (BM). 

Oct. 13 seems to have been peak observed migration time through S.W. Nova 
Scotia for the EASTERN PHOEBE, with S+ on Seal Island, "many" on Brier Island and 7 
on Bon Portage Island (many obs.). One was left on Bon Portage by the 16th., and none 
left after that (JSC,WC). There were no fall reports of migrating GREAT-CREASTED 
FLYCATCHER, but 2 late summer reports of this rare breeder. MAC sent in a detailed 
account of 3 young being fed by an adult in Rockingham, July 27, and BLF et al., report 
successful rearing of 4 young from a nest box in White Rock, also in mid to late July. 
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Three WESTERN KINGBIRDS were seen this fall. One around RBS's cottage on 
Brier Island, Sept. 22 (RF,Bird info. line) and l on Seal Island, Oct. 13 (IAM et al.). 
RBS sent in a detailed description of the Brier bird and also photographed it. What 
happened to our much more common EASTERN KINGBIRDS this fall? There were only 3 
reports, of 6 birds, from July 30 to Sept. 7 (MAC et al., TOM). 

The FORK-TAILED FLYCATCHER is an exciting rarity, with only a handful of 
eastern Canadian sightings. One appearing on Bon Portage Island on June 11 (P.C. 
Smith) was seen next day by JWT and two U.S. birders. Another "stunning bird" was 
present at W. Lawrencetown, Marsh from Sept. 6-9 (BM,RF). 

The first wintering HORNED LARKS seemed to trickle in on Oct. 5, with small 
numbers at Grand Pre (JGT) and Martinique Beach (BM,FLL), and larger flocks were 
around later, e.g. 30+ Oct. 17, and 75, Nov. 9, at Grand Pre (JC,BM). 

There were no stray PURPLE MARTINS seen this fall in migration, and only 3 total 
(!) TREE SWALLOWS reported. I cannot believe that only 3 Tree Swallows made it this 
summer in all of Nova Scotia, considering the large numbers around this year in the 
breeding season. A flock of 100+ BANK SWALLOWS was noted at Grand Pre on July 12 
(BM) and 5 were seen by HGH from the M.V. Bluenose on Sept. 1, at sea 6 miles west 
of Yarmouth. A late one was on Seal Island, Oct. 14 (BM et al.). Unusual nesting 
behaviour for CLIFF SWALLOWS was seen by JWW on Aug. 1, when he observed 10 
active nests, each inside a large tin can, under the eaves of Errol Cross!and's house at 
East Dalhousie. There were no fall migratory reports. There were, however, a few of 
BARN SWALLOWS throughout the fall, with the last straggler being seen at Eastern 
Passage, Oct. 22 (BES,PM). Presumably all swallows were under-reported or not 
observed this fall, and the situation does underscore the difficulty in trying to draw too 
many conclusions from small numbers over 1 or 2 seasons, and thus the importance in 
having observers record all mundane sightings of common birds as well as the more 
exciting ones of rarities. 

JAYS TO GNATCATCHERS 

There were good numbers of GRAY JAYS around this fall. BES saw a family of 4 
in Prospect, Aug. 10, MHW saw 7 in Digby Co., Aug. 15, KNK had 6 at New Ross, Oct. 
21, and so on. The largest number was of 12 along the Eastern Shore on Oct. 5 
(BM,FLL). There was a huge migratory movement of BLUE JAYS in late Sept. BM saw 
220 on Sept. 22, trying to cross St. Margaret's Bay into a strong NW wind, with the 
largest single flock containing 55 birds. MHW estimated 1000+ and RBS commented 
"flocks of several hundred all day" over Brier Island, Sept. 28-29, 200+ were at Baie 
Verte, Cumb. Co., the same day BM et al.) and 100+ were also present at Tidnish Bridge 
(JWT). L&PP) still saw "hundreds" over Brier Island, Oct. 5-7. 

AMERICAN CROWS remain in evidence, with KS noting them coming to her suet 
feeder all fall in Apple River, and MAC also finding them "becoming a nuisance" in 
Rockingham. TOM even had COMMON RAVENS at his feeder, and as usual there were 
several reports of this species. 

BLACK-CAPPED CHICKADEES remain common and well-reported, although what does 
one make of TDM's observation that they "seemed to disappear" from August to October, 
as against RBS's that "the woods were full of them first week in October?" BM and RF 
had a total of 150 along the Eastern Shore on Sept. 8. BOREAL CHICKADEE numbers 
seem up this fall, with several comments to that effect in specific locations, e.g. Brier 
Island (RBS), Skir Dhu (ELW), and elsewhere (ROH) and specific numbers including 120 
along the East Petpeswick Rd., outnumbering the Black-Capped, on Oct. 5 (BM,FLL). 
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There were plenty of RED-BREASTED NUTHATCH reports as usual. RDH 
commented that they were "plentiful all summer and fall in the evergreen woods". RBS 
noted a sudden influx into the woods around Kent ville, Sept. 15, but there were no other 
large movements reported. In contrast there were only 3 reports of WHITE-BREASTED 
NUTHATCH (BM,L&PP,CAF). As usual, there were scattered reports of BROWN CREEPER 
from appropriate habitat in numerous locations, totalling 18 birds (many obs.). 

There was a single HOUSE WREN at Liscombe Lodge on Aug. 17 (L&PP) and 
another bird at Hartlen's Point, Sept. 6 (BES,PM). There was a total of 6 WINTER 
WREN sightings from July 1 to Nov. 5, with no particular pattern (JWT,RBD,KS et al.). 
Four MARSH WRENS were reported; for a change this year, there were none on boats! 
(BES,PM,KM et al.). 

GOLDEN-CROWNED KINGLETS have continued to fare well, with "fairly plentiful" 
numbers (RDH), and a major migration along the eastern shore of St. Margaret's Bay on 
Sept. 22 (BM) and in Halifax Co., Oct. 5 (BM). Observers on Seal Island on Oct. 14 
saw many actually flying in from the ocean. Movements of RUBY-CROWNED KINGLETS 
were evidently in progress in Kentville, Sept. 15 (RBS), Seal Island, Oct. 5-8 (SF), and 
14 (IAM et al.) and a late straggler was still evident at Hartlen's Point on Nov. 10. 
(BES). Judging by the relative number of reports, one would almost think that the 
commonest small woodland bird is the BLUE-GRAY GNATCATCHER, but presumably this is 
the reverse of the effect discussed under "Swallows" and the fact that one bird (at 
Hartlen's Point, Sept. 29) received many reports. Others were at the same place, Aug. 
29 (? same bird, RF), and also on Sept. 7 (BES,PM), Sept. 13 on Bell's Island, one of 
the LaHave Islands (SF,BH), and 2 more in September. 

BLUEBIRDS TO ST ARLIN GS 

A pair of EASTERN BLUEBIRDS took over an occupied Tree Swallow box in 
Falmouth and successfully nested, last seen feeding young, July 25 (Frank Green et al.). 
A lone male was trying to do the same thing (unsuccessfully) at Methalls Lake, Kings Co. 
in late May (BLF), and an apparent family was present in Apple River up to the late 
date of Oct. 17 (KS et al.). DHY saw a pair at Sable River in June; Steve Maloney 
had 4 together (? a family) near Truro in early October, and BES et al. had an adult 
male at Atwood's Brook, Shel. Co. on Oct. 14. All in all an excellent season for this 
species, still marginal in our province. A late note on last winter's TOWNSEND'S 
SOLITAIRE,--it stayed around at a feeder near Halifax till April. 

JSC, RDH and TDM all commented that VEERY numbers have been low this summer 
and fall. No specific migratory records. FLL reported a total of 6 GRAY-CHEEKED 
THRUSHES from Cape Breton in mid-summer, and a further 1 was at Warren Lake on 
Aug. 4 (CBHNP). BM saw 1 at St. Margaret's Bay, Sept. 28, and he and RF saw 1 with 
the field marks of the non-local race at Hartlen's Point on Oct. 26. There were only a 
few reports of SWAINSON' THRUSH, and only 1 that was clearly a migrant, on Brier 
Island, Sept. 2 (JC,BLF)--down from last year. In contrast, the HERMIT THRUSH was 
better reported than last year, with several individuals throughout the summer, and 
migrants at Eatonville, Oct. 5 (KS,CS), Green Bay and Bon Portage Island, Oct. 13 
(JSC,BES), 2 travelling with a large flock of Robins, Oct. 19 (SJF) and a late 1 at 
Pubnico Point, Nov. 5 (RSD). The usual protracted AMERICAN ROBIN migration took 
place throughout October, with numbers reported such as 75+ near the Lookoff on Oct. 
13 (BBT), "hundreds" at Green Bay, Oct. 10-12 (JSC), and more remarkably, 3000+ mostly 
in a berry patch in the same location on the 27.th. JGT also remarked on the affinity 
for berries by migrating Robins, this time the cultivated blueberries of Kings Co. There 
were reports of 24 GRAY CATBIRDS in total, throughout the fall and from different 
areas, the latest being at Cape Forchu on Oct. 18 (&HH). Approximately the same 
number of NORTHERN MOCKINGBIRDS were reported, also from various locations, with 
3 present at Fairview Cemetery on Nov. 5 (FLL,JWT), and several nests being reported 
from earlier in the summer, including 3 in Lr. W. Pubnico (RSD). BROWN THRASHERS 
were present at Hartlen's Point, Nov. 5-6 (FLL) and Cape George, Ant. Co., Nov. 10 (BM 
et al.). 

Large numbers of AMERICAN PIPITS were seen this fall. Examples include 90 at 
Bon Portage, Oct. 16 (JSC,WC), 30+ Grand Pre, Oct. 24 (BBT) and 70 at Hartlen's 
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Point, Oct. 26 (BM et al.), with many more ls, 2s and 3s being sighted around the 
province. This seems to be an increase over last year. 

There were the usual roaming flocks of CEDAR WAXWING in late summer and early 
fall wherever there were berries. There were 100+ in Kentville, Sept. 7 (RBS) etc., and 
still 40+ at Greenwich, Oct. 6 (BLF,GEF,JWW). TOM observed that these were the only 
birds that seemed to have a taste for high bush Cranberries--the others, e.g. Catbirds, 
would spit them out. There are no reports yet this fall on BOHEMIAN WAXWINGS. 

Three northern shrikes were reported, all in the northwest comer of the province, 
in Apple River on Oct. 21, and Nov. 7 (KS) and Economy on Oct. 21 (FS). 

The biggest flocks of EUROPEAN STARLING noted were 500+ at Grand Pfe, Nov. 6 
(BBT) and 350+ in Bridgewater, Sept 16 (AT). Perhaps the last word on this species 
should be left to Clive MacDonald of New Waterford, who writes "If Mozart liked them, 
then so do I, but just a little." 

RBS, ed. 

This partial albino Dark-eyed Junco came to the feeder of Sundy Mills and Bruce Morris, 
Fraserville, Col. Co. Mar. 31, 1991. Photo Cindy Spicer. 
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Erratum from Jan. 1991 issue: 
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The end of the report on Vireos and Warblers should read as follows: 

The WILSON'S WARBLER did well, with about 10 individuals seen during migration 
from late August through Nov. 15. Most were again in Halifax/Dartmouth, but 2 were 
reported from Brier Island (Aug. 25 and Sept. 7), and one from Marriott's Cove, Sept. 
26. The Nov. 15 bird was found In Fairview Cemetery, our latest Metro hot spot (FLL 
et al.). Summer reports of the CANADA WARBLER came from Yar., Digby, Lun., Hfx. 
and Cumb. Cos., with only a few migrants noted in late August and September. One at 
Port Greville, Sept. 21 (DAM) was the last seen. The RBA went out on on a YELLOW
BREASTED CHAT in Lr. Sackville on Nov. 3, seen by many. JWT added 1 in Dartmouth, 
Nov. 8. 

*** 

Quite a few summer reports were received of the SOLITARY VIREO. The Cohrs 
felt It had an excellent breeding season around Green Bay and Petite Riviere, with at 
least 8 pairs nesting along a two mile loop. Solitaries were on the move in Cape Breton 
from early August, where L&PP noted them in a mixed foraging flock at CBHNP. Over 20 
Individuals were repoted during migration, mostly during September in Hfx. Co. The 
final sighting was of 2 on Seal Is., Oct. 11-13 (IAM). A YELLOW-THROATED VIREO 
was seen at Hartlen's point on Sept. 5 (BES,PM), where a total of 5 species of vireo 
were seen within minutes! One was there exactly a month later, again seen by BES and 
PM as well as IAM. A WARBLING VIREO was visible and frequently audible in Wolfville, 
in the same area one was seen in 1990, beginning May 31, and as late as July 15 
(BLF,RBS). Singles were noted at Hartlen's Point on Aug. 29 and Sept. 5 (RF,BES,PM), 
on Bon Portage Island, Shel. Co., (western race) Sept. 19 (BM et al.). The 
PHILADELPHIA VIREO was equally eager to please, with 1 at Hartlen's Point, Aug. 25 
and Sept. 5 (BES); 1 at Evangeline Beach, Aug. 28 and 1 on Bon Portage Island, Sept. 2 
(both BM), as well as 1 on Brier Island, Sept. 2 (RBS). Comments on breeding numbers 
of the RED-EYED VIREO averaged out to near normal. The migration though, was not 
particularly noticeable, with scattered reports from Cape Breton to the southwestern 
islands, from early August through early October. The last l was noted on Seal Island, 
Oct. 13 (BM et al.). 

Some warbler movements elicited comments such as "small mixed flocks" or "most 
(species) scarce", but it was encouraging to see a report of "good migration today" in 
Pie. Co. (KM) for Sept. 7. Another "large mixed flock" moved through Brier Island, 
Sept. 1 (JC,BLF,RBS)--this one netted RBS the rare find of a BLUE-WINGED WARBLER. 
This was well seen at about IO m distance for about thirty seconds and was described in 
detail in a Rare Bird Report. Opinions differed as to the summertime abundance of the 
TENNESSEE WARBLER, but portions of Hfx. Co., and along the Eastern Shore and north 
to Ant. Co., seemed most favoured (JSC,BM). As usual, Tennessees kept a low profile 
during migration. Five at E. Petpeswick, Hfx. Co., Sept. 8 were part of the "September 
Big Day" for BM and RF, when 20 warbler species were listed. One at Hartlen's Point, 
Oct. 19 (FLL et al.) and a late one in Halifax, Nov. IO (Cohrs) rounded out the fall 
reports. ORANGE-CROWNED WARBLER singletons were observed on Bon Portage; Island, 
Sept. 2, in Halifax, Sept. 16 and at Green Bay, Oct. 22 (BM and JWT,BES and PM, JSC 
resp.). The NASHVILLE WARBLER was showing signs of unrest in mid-August at Apple 
River, Cumb. Co., and Kentville; while migration seemed to peak in early September on 
Brier Island in Pie. Co., and at E. Petpeswick where 8 were counted on Sept. 8. The 
last report was of 1 on Seal Island, Oct. 14. 

Getting little mention during the summer, the NORTHERN PARULA nevertheless got 
fair coverage during migration. Starting in early August (C.B.H.N.P-L&PP), ls' and 2s 
were noted westward to Cape Forchu, Brier Island and Seal Island in an even distribution 
to mid-October (last l Oct. 13 on Seal Island). Twelve were counted on Sept. 8 at E. 
Petpeswick. 
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Summer reports of the YELLOW WARBLER came in from Yar., Lun. and Hfx. Cos., 
including 3 in a bird bath at Dayton, July 21, taking turns with Pine Siskins (TDM). A 
patternless migration included over 30 individuals, apparently peaking in late August and 
early September; with 20 at Hartlen's Point, Aug. 28 (BM,FLL) and about 6 on Brier Is., 
Sept. 1-2 (JC,BLF). Reports terminated with l aboard the CSS Dawson, Oct. l over the 
Emerald Basin fLP). Five CHESTNUT-SIDED WARBLERS were seen on Brier Is., Sept.l-2 
while singles were noted in Marriott's Cove, Sept. 6 (RDH), Hartlen's Point, Sept. 8 
(BM,RF) and Pie. Co. Sept. 9 (KM). That was the migration in full, after a scantily
reported breeding season. RBS found "many" a MAGNOLIA WARBLER along Butler Rd., 
Kings Co., on July 3. Otherwise no comments on breeding numbers were received. 
Individuals reported during migration were the most in recent years, with upwards of 100 
in total. Numbers were few, though, until Sept. 1-3, when they were deemed "abundant 
all over Brier Island." (RBS et al.). There were 60 at E. Petpeswick, Sept. 8, but only 
a few subsequent reports were received, terminating with one on Seal Island, Oct. 14 
(BM et al.). BM felt that the CAPE MAY WARBLER was "scarce this year", and the 
migration bears this out except for the 15 birds he found on Bon Portage Island, Sept. 
22. Only a few additional September birds were mentioned on Brier Island and the 
South Shore, except for l, Oct. 13 on Seal Island. Slim pickings in spring and summer, 
the BLACK-THROATED BLUE WARBLER showed itself to a select few during migration. 
Singletons were noted in Kentville, Aug. 21, and in Waverley, Sept. 7 (RBS,L&PP); and 
later Individuals were at Three Fathom Harbour, Oct. 5 and on Seal Island, Oct. 13 
(BM,FLL et al.). 

BM wrote of a large YELLOW-RUMPED WARBLER movement of some kind on June 
9, when 60 were noted in his yard at White's Lake, Hfx. Co. The fall migration kicked 
off In early September with perhaps 25 on Brier Island, Sept. 1-2, 62 at White's Lake, 
Sept. 7, 150 at E. Petpeswick, Sept. 8 and 50+ at Greenwich, Kings Co., Sept. 15. Even 
larger numbers were noted In late September and early October, with 500 at Tribune 
Head, Hfx. Co., Sept. 29 (BD), 300 on Seal Island, Oct. 14 and l00s on Bon Portage 
Island, Oct. 14-15 (and only a dozen or so remaining Oct. 16-17). Later reports came 
mostly from the vicinity of Apple River, where the last singleton was observed Nov. 5 
(KS,MM). 

A female TOWNSEND'S WARBLERwas reported by PM at Hartlen's Point, Nov. 11, 
one of only a handful of provincial records. An interesting spring report was received of 
a BLACK-THROATED GREEN WARBLER which was killed by a cat May 27 in Gaspereau 
(CKC). This bird had been banded on Oct. 7, 1989 on Bon Portage Island (age unknown 
then). More cheerful news is that migration numbers were good. A few on the move in 
August built to around 20 on Brier Island Sept. 1-2 and the same numbers at E. 
Petpeswick, Sept. 8. Numbers then dwindled to 1 at Indian Harbour, Sept. 28 and 
another on Seal Island, Oct. 13. The BLACKBURNIAN WARBLER is a striking bird, and 
uncommon enough to take note whenever it Is seen. As a result, quite a few summer 
reports were received. During migration, it was seen in Cape Breton, Kentville, on Brier 
Island and In E. Petpeswick (6) in August and early September (ELW et al.); and l or 
more were par of a mixed flock at Wolfville, Sept. 26 (JGT), our last report. 

Two YELLOW THROATED WARBLERS were reported, l on Brier Island, Sept. 10 
(KM) and an adult western bird at Portuguese Cove, Hfx. Co., Nov. 10 (Dave Currie). 
The passel of PINE WARBLER reports I received belies its rare status, with about 18 
individuals represented. Not just a Halifax/Dartmouth area phenomenon this year, 
reports were also received from such wide-ranging locales as Bon Portage Island, 
Cheticamp (C.B.), Brier Island, Lockeport (Shel. Co.), Seal Island, Cape Sable Island and 
Cape George (Ant. Co.). Records covered the Aug. 28 to Nov. 13 time frame, and many 
observers got into the act, with DD, GC,DJC and CAF reporting, besides the more 
prolific reporters. Time for a status change? Around 8 PRAIRIE WARBLERS were 
reported in Hfx. Co. and on Bon Portage and Cape Sable Island, distributed from Aug. 25 
to Oct. 15 (many obs.). 
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PALM WARBLER numbers ran about the same as in 1990, but all migration reports 
were from Hfx. Co. westward, Aug. 1 to Oct. 21. Three Hfx. Co. birds of the western 
race were noted in September. Peak migration seemed early at Green Bay/Broad Cove 
on Sept. 15, when "dozens" were seen on a three mile hike (Cohrs). Three were headed 
the wrong way on the ferry Bluenose Sept. 27 (HGH,HJH). The final (Oct. 21) report 
was of 1 at Apple River (KS). Four observers sent news of migrating BAY-BREASTED 
WARBLERS, Aug. 14 to Sept. 8, in Kentville, Hfx. Co. and on Brier Island, with 13 or 14 
individuals represented. BM et al. counted 10 and 8 BLACKPOLL WARBLERS on Sable 
Island, Hfx. Co., on two occasions in June. Other than a couple of sightings in 
C.B.H.N.P. on Aug. 3, these were the only reports until around a dozen were noted on 
Brier Island, Sept. 1-2. Numbers increased a week later, with 25 at E. Petpeswick, 
Sept. 8 and around 35 near Ketch Harbour, Hfx. Co., Sept. 24. There were 10 still at 
E. Petpeswick, Oct. 5, while 1 remained at Hartlen's Point, Oct. 6. Two CERULEAN 
WARBLERS were identified--1 immature female at Hartlen's Point, Aug. 25 and 28 
(BES,PM) and another well-described bird (juv. female?) in Halifax, Sept. 27 (IAM). 
BLACK~AND-WHITE WARBLERS were reported in better numbers than in recent years. 
The migration slowly gathered force in August, with 18 moving through E. Petpeswick by 
Sept. 8. A few were reported from the Valley and Hfx. Co. in late Sept., while 1 
lingered at Green Bay, Oct. 20 (LC). The AMERICAN REDSTART also apparently had a 
good year, starting to stir in August, right across the province Redstarts were "abundant 
in hedges, trees, etc." in mid-August at Kentville (RBS), and a dozen or so were on 
Brier Island, Sept. 1-2 (JC,BLF). Most observed at one time were 15 at E. Petpeswick, 
Sept. 8 (BM,RF). Seven individuals lingered into Oct., mostly on our southwestern 
islands, though a female was still at Green Bay, Oct. 13 (LC,JSC). AM and CM were 
fortunate enough to have a PROTHONOTARY WARBLER in their backyard at Port 
Morien, C.B., on Sept. 28,. Another rarity, a WORM-EATING WARBLER, was found on 
Bo!1 Portage Island on Aug. 22 by an American party searching for the Little Egret (CSII 
in Daily News) 

There they were--gone! That is usually the OVENBIRD situation. Though summmer 
reports were received from Mader's Cove, Lun. Co. (JBM), through much of Hfx. Co. 
(RBD,HD) and at Chapman Settlement, Cumb. Co., where an adult was feeding 3 young 
as late as Aug. 6 (JWT), our only report of Ovenbirds in migration was of 1 or 2 in a 
mixed flock in Pie. Co., Sept. 7 (KM). In addition to a couple of summer reports from 
the Valley, about 10 NORTHERN WATERTHRUSH individuals were seen during migration-
very good indeed. Ones and 2s were noted Aug. 4 through Sept. 23 from C.B. to Brier 
Island, with even an Aug. 6 record on Brown's Bank, prompting RSD to remark, "I've 
seen this bird more often aboard our boat than in its natural habitat". Well, it is a 
Waterthrush! 

KM and CSII contributed a CONNECTICUT WARBLER to our cause-- this was on 
Brier Island, Sept. 15. JSC found the MOURNING WARBLER very much "up" on her Ant. 
Co. BBS, June 28, while 5 were lissted July 1 at C.B.H.N.P. Four migrants were 
observed--2 at C.B.H.N.P. Aug. 3 (L&PP), with 1 on Bon Portage Island (BM) and 1 on 
Brier Island (JC) Sept. 2. Reprots of the COMMON YELLOWTHROAT started arriving 
thick and fast in Aug., with "large numbers on Brier Island, Aug. 9-11. They moved 
steadily through Apple River in small numbers from mid-Aug., and were "too common to 
count" on Brier by Aug. 27-28 (MAC). JC and BLF found it the second most prevalent 
warbler on Brier, Sept. 1-2, behind the Yellow-Rumped. Thirty were found at E. 
Petpeswick on Sept. 8 , but subsequent reports were few ... closing with 2 at W. Pubnico, 
Oct. 17 (JD). Seventeeen WILSON'S WARBLERS were reported, 10 of them in Hfx. Co. 
in early Sept. (CAF,BM,RF). Other localities heard from, mostly in Sept., were 
Cheticamp Flowage (C.B., Brier Is.and, Cape Sable Island and Kentville~ The lone 
October reports was of 1 on Bon Portage Island Oct. 15 (Cohrs, WC). A few summer 
reports of the CANADA WARBLER trickled in, but JSC found breeding numbers in Green 
Bay /Petite Riviere lower than she could remember. Six migrants were seen-3 in August 
at Apple River, Kentville and Hartlen's Point, and 3 in September on Brier Island, and 
W. Chezzetcook and White's Lake. Our "uncommon" YELLOW-BREASTED CHAT was 
anything but, with reports of about 10 individuals; 2 In August, 3 in September, 4 in 
October and 1 in November. Many were on Brier and Seal Island, but Hfx. Co. and 
Glace Bay, C.B. were also represented. The oddest report was of 1 floundering in foggy 
seas of Brier Island on the Whale Watcher Cruise, Aug. 28. It was rescued with a net, 
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dried out and released at Westport (MAC,MS,MR,ECR). 

KNK,ed. 

TANAGERS TO DICKCISSEL 

There were only 4 sightings of 5 SCARLET TANAGERS recorded this fall. The first 
was of two on Brier Island on September 14 (PM,BES). There was a winter plumed male 
at Hartlen's Point on Oct. 7 (FLL); an adult male on Brier Island on Oct. 11 (IAM) and 
a female at Hartlen's Point on Oct. 25 (JWT). 

Fulton Lavender reports that NORTHERN CARDINALS have successfully bred on 
Brier Island this year. Besides this good news, there were also reports of a brilliant 
male at Overton on May 29 (H&HH) and a male near Dayton during late July (TDM). 

ROSE-BREASTED GROSBEAKS continue to inhabit, in good numbers, Cumb. and Co. 
Cos. The Cohrs report only 1 during their Breeding Bird Survey in the Antigonish area, 
where normally there are many. Fall sightings include an immature at Apple River on 
Sept. 7 (KS) and an immature male at Cape Forchu on the same date (H&HH). 

Three BLUE GROSBEAKS were noted during migration. One was found on Bon 
Portage on Oct. 13, and it was apparently the same one seen on Oct. 17 (KM,JW,Cohrs). 
A second bird joined it there on Oct. 26 and a third bird was encouraged to a feeding 
station at White's Lake from Oct. 22-29 (BES,PM). Two pairs of INDIGO BUNTINGS 
were found to be nesting on Brier Island this summer. Fortunately, at least one pair 
successfully raised and fledged young. Other reports include single bird sightings from 
Dayton, W. Pubnico, Tribune Head, Hfx. Co., and Hartlen's Point. Up to 3 were 
discovered on Bon Portage Island on Oct. 12 (BES et al.) and 3 were found on Seal 
Island on Oct. 13 (IAM et al.) and two were discovered at Broad Cove on Oct. 19 
( SJF). 

At least 5 DICKCISSELS were located this fall. The first was 1 seen at Seal 
Island on Oct. 6-12 (SJF,DHY,IAM et al.); 2 were found on Bon Portage Island on Oct. 
11 (KM,JW): up to 2 were seen at Hartlen's Point from Oct. 16-19 (BES,PM,FLL). 

TOWHEE TO SNOW BUNTING 

RUFOUS-SIDED TOWHEES were encountered twice with 3 seen on Bon Portage 
during the NSBS Field Trip on Oct. 13 and one found with the Song Sparrows at 
Hartlen's Point on Oct. 23 (AM). 

Just a handful of AMERICAN TREE SPARROWS have been located prior to the 
reporting cut-off. The first of the season were 4 at Apple River (KS). Others were 5 
at Hartlen's Point on Nov. 6 and 3 at Portuguese Cove on Nov. 12. CHIPPING 
SPARROWS seemed to be down in numbers this year. The Cohrs' noted that it was the 
first time in twenty-nine years that there were no signs of these birds in the Green Bay 
area. Late summer and early fall reports though, indicated that at least wherever they 
were, they'd had a good breeding season. Flocks of over 15-20 were found in Inv. Co., 
on Seal Island, Oct. 13, and at Apple River on Oct. 19. The first ever record of 
BREWER'S SPARROW was a juvenile seen on Brier Island on Sept. 12 by Bev Sarty and 
Peter MacLeod. A second bird, found by BM and RF, was a very special treat for the 
observers at Peter MacLeod's NSBS field trip at Hartlen's Point on Oct. 6. This adult 
bird stayed only for two days, but long enough to be photographed. There were at least 
two separate sightings of CLAY-COLOURED SPARROW. The first was 1 seen at 
Hartlen's Point, Oct. 13 (PP) and 1 seen on Bon Portage Island on Oct. 14 (Cohrs, WC). 
There were 5 sightings of FIELD SPARROWS this fall. The first was one found on Bon 
Portage, Oct. 12, and was joined by a second one there on Oct. 13 (NSBS). There was 
1 discovered on Seal Island on Oct. 13 (IAM et al.) and the last 1 was well seen at 
Hartlen's Point on Oct. 26 (BM et al.). Another rarity was the discovery of a LARK 
SPARROW AT Lr. W. Pubnico on Aug. 2 by Raymond d'Entremont. A second bird was 
found at Hemeon's Head during the NSBS field trip there on Sept. 14 (DHY). 
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SAVANNAH SPARROWS were found in all their usual haunts throughout summer and 
fall. Later sightings were 4 at Edgett's Beach near Apple River, 30 at Hartlen's Point 
on Oct. 7 and there were many seen at Grand Pre on Oct. 9. The SAVANNAH 
"IPSWICH" SPARROW race was well reported with two seen at Three Fathom Harbour on 
Oct. 5, 5 at Hartle!)'S Point on Oct. 7, 1 unusual sighting from the Fundy side of the 
province at Grand Pre on Oct. 9 and about 50 found at Martinique on Oct. 12. It has 
proven to be a great fall for sparrows, not least of which were 3 spearate discoveries of 
GRASSHOPPER SPARROW. The first was an individual carefully studied on Seal Island 
on Oct. 13. (IAM,BM,FLL, Tufts et al.). The second was an individual of perpallldos 
race seen by FLL at Hartlen"s Point on Oct. 19. The last was on Oc. 26 seen by Bev 
Sarty and Peter MacLeod on Bon Portage Island. 

SHARP-TAILED SPARROWS were widely reported along coastal areas during fall 
migration. Notable were 5 at Glace Bay Sanctuary, 2 at Little Harbour on Sept. 22, 4 
at Hartlen's Point on Oct. 7 and a bird of the bright Nelsoni race was seen on Seal 
Island on Oct. 5 (SJF). 

Only the occasional FOX SPARROW was encountered this fall. Sightings were 
generally in mid-October with the largest number of 10 seen on Bon Portage, during the 
NSBS field trip there, Oct. 12-14 (BES). Later reports were of 3 seen at Fairview 
Cemetery on Oct. 25 and the latest of a single bird visiting a feeder in White's Lake, 
Hfx. Co. on Nov. 1 (BES). There was no shortage of SONG SPARROWS during summer 
and there were large numbers found as they began their migration in several areas. The 
largest single flock was of about 100 at Tribune Head, Hfx. Co., Sept. 29 (BD). Other 
notable concentrations were 50 seen at Hartlen's Point on Oct. 7 and 25 still there on 
Oct. 26 (FLL,BM). Just a few records of fall SWAMP SPARROWS this year. RBS 
writes that there were several In migration with other sparrows throughout October in 
the Kentville area. There was a single bird at Fairview Cemetery on Oct. 26 and the 
latest so far, was a single bird found at Portuguese Cove on Nov. 10 (DAC). It 
certainly is encouraging to receive so many reports of LINCOLN'S SPARROW. Of all the 
sparrows, this bird was the most noted by many observers in as many areas of the 
province. Single birds during fall migration were found In Cape Breton, Antigonlsh, 
Halifax, Shelburne and Yarmouth Counties during September and October. The latest 
date was 1 found on Seal Island, Oct. 14 (IAM). 

Kathleen Spicer in Apple River, Cumberland County sent in her complete records of 
WHITE-THROATED SPARROWS which she observed as they arrived, nested and fledged 
young there this year. The last record she has was for Oct. 27. Other sightings include 
15 seen on Sept. 8 at E. Petpeswick, Hfx. Co. and 4 at Fairview Cemetery on Oct. 
26.WHITE-CROWNED SPARROWS were sighted at least 9 separate times resulting in 19 
individual birds. Although most were single birds there were 5 found at Port Morlen on 
Oct. 15 (CM),CM), 4 were seen on Seal Island on Oct. 13 (BM) and 3 were discovered 
on Bon Portage on Oct. 13 (BM) and three were discovered on Bon Portage on Oct. 13 
(NSBS) as well. Other sightings included birds at Port Williams, Port Hood, 
Musquodoboit and Portuguese Cove. From all reports NORTHERN JUNCOS were as usual 
during summer. Fall sightings include 15 on Oct. 17 at Apple River and over 20 twenty 
there on Nov. 5. There were about 50 at Bev Sarty's feeder in White's Lake on Oct. 
10 and a large flock of over 250 at Green Bay on Oct. 27 (Cohrs). 

There are very few LAPLAND LONGSPURS to make note of so far. However, 
there were 10 at Grand Pt'e on Nov. 9 which may indicate signs of good things to come 
(BM,FLL). Earlier sightings include 4 seen on Bon Portage Island on Oct. 26 (BES,PM) 
and 4 were seen at Matthew's Lake on Nov. 3 (DHY). The first SNOW BUNTING of 
the season goes to Ken McKenna who sighted one at Caribou Island on Oct. 10, flying 
with 2 storm-blown Bank Swallows. Other reports were 15 at Scott's Bay on Oct. 30 
(RBS); 3 at Lr. LaHave on Oct. 30 and 18 at Matthew's Lake on Nov. 3. 
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BOBOLINK TO ORIOLES 

As a whole, BOBOLINKS were seen as being quite numerous throughout the 
province. There were some areas, in particular the Chester area, where these birds were 
virtually non-existent in places where they were once numerous. Late records are of 2 
on Seal Island on Oct. 5 and 8, and 1 there on Oct. 13 (SJF,IAM). 

Two reports, one from New Minas and one from Apple River on Nov. 2 tallied 
about 10 RED-WINGED BLACKBIRDS in each location. Apart from those reports all 
others indicated wide distribution throughout the province during summer. There were 
two reports of 3 individual EASTERN MEADOWLARKS submitted. The first were 2 on 
Seal Island on Oct. 14 (IAM et al.) one at each village, and the second was one flushed 
from cover in Lr. W. Pubnico on Nov. 6 (RSD). YELLOW-HEADED BLACKBIRDS were 
found in two locations. The first of the season was 1 at a feeder in Lr. W. Pubnico at 
the home of Alice and Franklyn d'Entremont. The second was an immature male seen, 
photographed and videotaped (!) at the end of Gull Rock on Brier Island (RBS). RUSTY 
BLACKBIRDS were found in numbers beginning with 11 seen at Petite Riviere on Aug. 27 
(Cohrs). A large flock of 20-30 was found foraging in a wooded ravine at Mosherville on 
Sept. 23 (SAC) and the latest to this point was one at Brier on Sept. 28 (RBS). 

COMMON GRACKLES began grouping together in tight flocks during August but the 
massive flocks of thousands could be found during mid to late October, as they swept 
through on their way southward. These huge flocks were found at Shubenacadie where 
there were at least 2000 on Oct. 17 (FLL); about 3000 making incredible noise on 
Vancouver St., Yarmouth, Oct. 26 (HH) and 1000 were estimated at Mabou on Oct. 25 
(AM). BROWN-HEADED COWBIRDS were, as usual, secretive all summer. Fall reports 
were very few. Kathleen Spicer noted 5 on Oct. 28 at Apple River and 2 still there on 
Nov. 2. The only other report was of 2 at Portuguese Cove on Nov. 10 (DAC). 

A single sighting of an ORCHARD ORIOLE was provided by FLL of an immature bird 
spotted on Bon Portage Island on Aug. 31. NORTHERN ORIOLES were extremely well 
reported with 20 sightings including a female "BULLOCK'S" at Little Harbour, Shel. Co. 
on Sept. 21. Most sightings were of single birds but widely distributed throughout. It 
seems that the last few years have shown an increase in the number of sightings of 
these birds in our area. Noteworthy were 4 on Brier Island on Sept. 2 (JC,BLF), up to 
3 at Herring Cove on Sept. 16, 2 on Brier on Oct. 13 (H&HH) and 2 at Portuguese Cove 
on Nov. 12 (BES,PM). 

FINCHES TO HOUSE SPARROWS 

As in the past two years, PINE GROSBEAKS have proven to be a difficult find for 
anyone purposely trying to find them. The largest flock seen this reporting period was a 
flock of 5 seen in SW Digby Co., July 15 and Aug. 15. (MHW). Other encounters include 
3 at Falmouth on July 20-25, 2 near St. Margaret's Bay on Sept. 28, and single birds at 
Moose River on June 20 and Kearney Lake on July 1 (RBD,HD). Although there were 
several sightings of PURPLE FINCHES throughout summer, toward mid-October there was 
a noticeable increase in frequency of the observations. Most sightings were of 2 to 10 
birds but there were 100 seen on Oct. 19 in Pictou and there were hundreds seen at 
Green Bay on Oct. 27. These and sightings of the following species of winter finches 
suggests that we may be in for a good influx of finches over the winter months. There 
were several sightings of HOUSE FINCHES and all were during summer. This, as we 
have presumed previously, lends weight to breeding activity within the province. On June 
1, a male and female were seen at Overton and several times thereafter throughout June 
(H&HH). Other reports were of a male at Port Williams from June 22 through to July 
29 (MT). Two juvenile birds seen at Yarmouth on July 31 (FLL) and a male at Brier 
Island on Aug. 28 (MAC et al.). 
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As is usually the case RED CROSSBILLS were less common than WHITE-WINGED 
CROSSBILLS this year. BLF reports that "Reds" could be found near Sunken Lake, Kings 
Co. and noted that he had come across many in his travels elsewhere in the Valley 
areas. He also said that within the flocks of Red Crossbills he has observed that there 
were birds with large bills, small bills and intermediate sized bills, but there was no one 
size that seemed more prevalent. White-winged crossbills were difficult to find prior to 
late July. However, their numbers seem to increase as summer ended. Although there 
were very many observers noting the presence of the birds, all flocks were of 15 birds 
or Jess, not like the days of 1987! 

Encouraging signs are the recent movements of small finches, not least of which are 
COMMON REDPOLLS. Ken McKenna identified the first on Nov. 2 in the Pictou area. 
On Nov. 9 there were 20 seen at White's Lake and then 1500 were found at Cape 
George, Ant. Co., Nov. 10! (BM,FLL,JWT). PINE SISKINS were relatively common all 
summer but then became quite scarce towards the end of July. It became quite 
noticeable by mid-October that these finches were going to become very evident as 
larger flocks of hundreds were noted by several observers in widely separated localities. 
AMERICAN GOLDFINCHES were very plentiful throughout the province this summer. 
There were no massive flocks reported as with the preceding two species, but they have 
been observed in smaller flocks of 4-10 in October and early November. 

EVENING GROSBEAKS were found commonly in the more northern areas of the province 
during the summer and could be seen in small groups of 2-5. During the first week of 
November the first flocks of these birds began dropping into feeding stations in all areas 
of the province. Typical were 20-25 seen at Waverley, Nov. 9 {L&PP),and 40 at 
Dartmouth on Nov. 5 (JWT). 

HOUSE SPARROWS and their plight still remains a mystery. Although there were 
reports of small flocks of 15-50 in rural areas that seem to be holding their own, Dale 
Mullen of Dayton, reports that he has definitely seen marked decreases in his area. 

DAC, ed. 

A young male Yellow-headed Black?ird, 
photographed by Richard Stern, Bner Island, 
in Oct., 1991. 
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MACHIAS SEAL ISLAND --GETTING THERE TAKES SOME DOING! 

Hubert Hall 

Early last summer Helen and I decided that this was the year we would go to 
Machias Seal Island. Islands hold a special attraction to us and any travel plans 
inevitably lead to an island--or in this case three islands. After hearing several people 
tell of the thrilling sight of puffins that about on Machias Seal during nesting season, it 
became imperative that we make our own pilgrimage to this magical place. 

July is the prime time to visit Machias, so in order to be certain of a reserved 
space, both on Grand Manan and the boat trip itself, we reserved accommodations at a 
bed and breakfast at North Head, Grand Manan, early in June for our arrival on July 10. 

Grand Manan may seem (and is) quite remote, but the trip was not all that 
daunting. We left Yarmouth mid-morning to catch a 1:00 p.m. departure of the Princess 
of Acadia from Digby, which would enable us to catch the final departure of the Grand 
Manan V from Black's Harbour, New Brunswick at 6:00 p.m., with a 7:30 p.m. arrival at 
North Head, Grand Manan. • 

Our B & B was the Compass Rose, an old family home situated only a few hundred 
meters from the ferry dock. From our bedroom window we had a panoramic view of the 
harbour and all the boats resident or visiting at North Head. 

We arrived at the Compass Rose on a Wednesday, which is the night of their 
lobster dinner. Actually, they have several main courses on their menu and as we 
checked in we noted their diningroom was filled to capacity, which is a good indication 
of a super place to dine. We were not disappointed--the lobster was excellent! 

When we booked at the Compass Rose we asked them to book us on the boat to 
Machias Seal Island, which they were glad to do, and next morning informed us that our 
trip would leave that day at 1:00 p.m. Some trips leave as early as 6:00 a.m., due to 
the landing conditions at Machias being impossible at some stages of the tide. I would 
certainly recommend this system of booking in advance as it leaves nothing to chance, 
and it appeared that the local inns got preference placing their patrons on the boat. 

The boat itself is operated by Captain Preston Wilcox and his son Peter, a 
university graduate who came home to Grand Manan to do what he likes best--operating 
bird and whale watch cruises with his father on board their boat Sea Watcher. She is a 
sturdy and almost new forty-two foot Cape Island type, built at Cape St. Mary's in Nova 
Scotia. 

We had been watching the weather with some concern as we crossed to Grand 
Manan on the new ferry Grand Manan V. The wind was south-west about thirty-five 
knots and was kicking up a substantial sea. I knew that the trip to Machias would be 
boisterous the next day, and since the wind had diminished only slightly it meant a rough 
two hour trip to cover the fourteen miles from Seal Cove, Grand Manan to Machias 
Seal, almost due south from there. 

There are strict regulations about the number of people allowed on the island--a 
total of thirty persons per day is the limit. This is enforced by a Canadian Wildlife 
Service warden who guides each group of visitors to the allocated viewing blinds. There 
are two boats landing passengers each day, one from Jonesport, Maine, (whose captain 
gives his passengers a spiel about his claim that Machias Seal Island is actually United 
States territory) and our boat from Seal Cove. Each boat carried twelve passengers who 
are allowed ashore. If more are taken they must content themselves with watching the 
bird activity from the anchored boat. However, all the species seen ashore were seen 
from the boat, but you will miss the magical experience of viewing some hundreds of 
puffins at ranges as close as six feet, and Razorbills almost as close. 

Landing at the old lighthouse supply runway is very tricky due to serious 
deterioration. Today the lighthouse is supplied by helicopter instead of by ship, so the 
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Landing at Machias Seal Island. Boat from Jonesport, Maine on the left and the 
boat from Seal Cove, Grand Manan on the right. July 1991. Photo--Hurbert Hall 

"Comfort Station", Machias Seal Island, July, 1991. Note the wands for protection 
from the diving terns. Photo--Hubert Hall 
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.. 

Two of the viewing blinds on Machias Seal Island, July, 1991. Photo-Hubert Hall 

Typical puffin scene on Machias Seal Island, July, 1991. Photo--Hubert Hall 
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landing is not maintained by the Coast Guard as it used to be when supplies were landed 
by ship and launch. As each person goes ashore they are handed a stick about three 
feet long to hold over their head to ward off the tern attacks! Without the stick terns 
are liable to nip your head, but the stick keeps them up at its tip. 

There were about 1900 pairs of ArcticTerns, 100 pairs of Common Terns, 900 pairs 
of Atlantic Puffins and 100 pairs of Razorbills nesting there last summer. There are 
designated mown paths leading from the landing to the lighthouse and we were instructed 
by the warden to follow them up to the lighthouse and wait there in a group for our 
turn to enter a blind. 

There are two blinds-small (8' by 6') wooden buildings located among the rocks 
where the puffins are nesting. As we waited our turn we could see puffins walking 
around the roofs of the blinds. Later when we were in the blinds we could hear the 
patter of their feet shuffling around over our heads. 

As each puffin returned from sea with its beak filled with three to five sardines 
for its young, it invariably landed briefly on the rocks as if to pose in their typical 
post-card pose. After a minute or two they would shuffle down the rock surface and 
disappear to feed their hungry offspring. After feeding they returned to the top of the 
rocks for several minutes, apparently to rest and ready themselves for their next fishing 
expedition. 

As cute and appealing as the puffins are, I couldn't help but feel that the stately 
Razorbills, so elegantly attired and dignified, were the true patriarchs of the island. 
With all the hundreds of puffins coming and going there was never a squabble or quarrel 
among them. Each went about its own business of feeding, posing and fishing without 
intruding on another's territory. We visited each of the two blinds for at least twenty 
minutes each, and all too soon it was time to leave. 

While there we met the congenial lightkeeper Jim Smith, from Argyle, Yarmouth 
County, in Nova Scotia. He has a deep affection for the island and its inhabitants. 
Given the disputed nature of the island it is certain that the Canadian Coast Guard will 
not likely abandon it as they have so many other islands and lighthouses. 

The trip back to Grand Manan was much smoother since we had fair wind. We saw 
three species of shearwaters from the boat, all in multiple numbers and at close range. 
The boat trip cost $50.00 each and was worth every cent! 

As an aside, our entire trip was seven days, including three days in Maine, 
returning home on the Bluenose. In those seven days we were on seven different ships 
or boats: 

Princess of Acadia 
Grand Manan V 
Sea Watcher 
Lady Whitehead 

Grand Manan 

Katahdan 

Bluenose 

Digby to Saint John 
Black's Harbour to North Head 
Seal Cove, Grand Manan to Machias Seal 
free ferry from Ingalls Head, Grand Manan 
to Whithead Island, a twenty minute trip 
to one of the most unspoiled islands we 
have visited. 
( the older) for the return trip from 
North Head to Black's Harbour 
an historic ship that does five-hour 
cruises on Moosehead Lake in Maine 
for the return home from Bar Harbour 

How's that for a "busman's holiday"? 

F.ditor's Note: For those who are unaware of Hubert Hall's background, his last 
comment refers to the fact that he is the recently retired Captain of the M.V. Bluenose. 
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PUFFIN OF THE YEAR 

One pleasant responsibility of being President of the Nova Scotia Bird Society Is the 
annual selection of the recipient of the "Puffin of the Year" award. For twenty years 
society Presidents have been handing out these statuesque little alcids to a person who has 
contributed In some way to the betterment of our society. I would like to thank John 
Cohrs for the delightful hand-carved Puffin you see here. 

Not only have Presidents been able to find suitable recipients, all have reported that 
they had some difficulty narrowing the field to one person. 

This year's recipient joined the Nova Scotia Bird Society in 1981 and very soon took 
on the responsibility of organizing the Halifax West Christmas Count, a job he retained for 
five years. For seven years he also carried the responsibility of sorting and mailing out 
Nova Scotia Birds to our members. 

He served on the executive as a Director for one year then at the request of the 
President, joined the Sanctuary and Scholarship Trust Fund Committee, where he has served 
as treasurer for the past five years. He has also organized the society's field trips for 
two years and has led several trips for our society as well as for the Nova Scotia 
Museum. 

At present, he is working with Mary Anderson co-ordinating the Christmas Bird Count 
for Nova Scotia and has taken on the mammoth task of entering the data from previous 
counts onto computer files. 

Add all this to bread winning and domestic chores, Including the rearing of another 
little birder and you have one busy guy. 

David Curry, come up and receive your well-deserved "Puffin of the Year". 
Bob Dickie 
President. 

President Bob Dickie presents the Puffin to Dave CUrrie 
Photography by Peter Payzant 
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THREE RARE TERNS 

Hurrican "Bob", although it passed somewhat to the west of the province during the 
night of August 19-20, brought three rare species of terns. Three individuals were 
photographically documented. 

This somewhat ruffled Royal Tern was 
resting on fish shed among gulls, Brier 
Island, Aug. 20, 1991. You may be able 
to pick out the band on its right leg 
which was not noticed in the field. ' 
Photo, IAM. 

The province's first confirmed Sandwich 
Tern tarried a few minutes over Pond Cove, 
Brier Island, Aug. 20, 1991. Photo, IAM. 

This winter-plumaged Gull-billed Tern, 
easily identified by its stuggy black bill/ 
and dark eyepatch, lingered at Grand Pre, 
where It was photographed by Bev Sarty, 
Aug. 26, 1991. 
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HIGHLY RECOMMENDED BIRDING FOR THE RANK AMATEUR 

Birding was the farthest from our thoughts when we met our New Zealand friends 
in Hawaii for some intensive R & R. However, we had no choice, even with our lowest 
of low amateur birding status, it was impossible to ignore the birds; they were literally on 
the doorstep. That's right, we didn't deliberately seek out any birds, they came to us. 

We stayed on two different islands, Oahu and Kauai, and in both places we had 
balconies. The balcony in Waikiki was small but overlooked a pool surrounded by palms, 
flowering shrubs, some little ponds and waterfalls. We sat out there for morning coffee 
and in late afternoon to rehash the day's events with glass and crackers. The crackers 
attracted numerous feathered friends. We were visited--right in the heavily populated 
downtown shopping and resort strip--by the everpresent Zebra Dove, so unobtrusive and 
so completely different from our aggressive "pigeon". It is the traditional dove shape, but 
in miniature, with soft grey coat, light blue around the eye and bill, barred breast, 
muted rose belly. A peculiar looking Red-whiskered Bulbil inspected us from the banana 
tree beside the balcony. He had a high black crest, pale grey breast and distinctive red 
spot under the tail. On other occasions we entertained, or were entertained by the 
Yellow-fronted Canary, Japanese White-eyes and many, many Common Mynas. You've 
probably realized that by the second day there we'd purchased a guide book to find out 
just what birds we'd been seeing. 

One morning we went to see the Kodak show of traditional island dances. From 
atop the stands in the only patch of shade, we could clearly identify several Red-crested 
Cardinals on the grassy arena below. We also noticed a number of other interested 
specatators pointing and rummaging for books and binoculars. These birds are the same 
size as the Northern Cardinal but not the same pinky red. These have a scarlet head, 
crest and bib, white breast and black back, almost as colourful as the dancers. 

There was a notable absence of gulls of any kind. This was a strange state of 
affairs for maritimers who know very well that oceans and gulls go together. We caught 
sight of a lovely pure white bird in Kapiolani Park on our way back from the dancing 
show. We thought that at last this might be a small gull. Not at all, as it came 
closer, it looked like a tiny white seal pup with wings because of its round head and 
large dark eyes. It was a Manu-o-ku or White Tern. We saw only one gull on our 
travels. I'm sure there were more somewhere, but in all our day trips around both Oahu 
and Kawai all we could identify was the one Laughing Gull. We checked to make 
certain, and sure enough, gulls "seldom reach Hawaii in any numbers. The Laughing and 
Ring-billed are seen in low numbers. Other species are rarer". 

The second part of our vacation was on the island of Kauai. We were in a quiet 
rural area where only the Moa or Red Jungle Fowl's early morning call outdid the crash 
of the surf. We saw a number of brightly coloured roosters and drab little hens in the 
hedgerows and since none of the resorts or modem homes harboured a henyard, we 
reached for "the book" and there it was, under the "Forest Birds" section. At 5:30 a.m. 
we wished they had stayed there. They are lean and hungry and have no fear. A close 
inspection of a flock of chicks could be dangerous. The rooster's neck stretches straight 
out and his feathers stand on end making him look like a red and orange porcupine with 
a glossy black plume at the back, very fierce looking and very protective. 

The balcony of our place on Kauai was much larger than the other with plenty of 
room for a table ,so we had numerous feathered guests at mealtime. The bravest was a 
very bright Northern Cardinal who sat on the rail watching us. We moved around, 
rattled the dishes and talked and he still sat there. We put a few bits of toast on the 
table and he hopped on over, ate the crumbs and waited for more, right there beside my 
elbow. After that he visited every time he saw us out there. One day he brought his 
family along; a lovely muted female being harrassed by a spoiled fledged male, demanding 
her share of food as well as his own. They didn't venture onto the table but perched 
on the rail within arm's reach. The noise and activity drew a number of equally brazen 
but more common species such as House Sparrows, the dainty rose breasted Zebra Doves 
again and a few House Finches. Hawaiian birds seem to enjoy human company. I'm not 
sure whether they are naturally sociable or just greedy. Perhaps they fraternize with us 
simply for food and have now become lazy like those who feed them. 
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At the poolside and on the immaculate lawn the Common Myna is just that--very 
common. I suspect it is the equivalent in nuisance value of our starling but it has a 
striking appearence. It's quite large, a bit heavier but about the same size as a 
Bluejay, yellow bill and eye patch, black head, reddish brown back and breast and the 
white bars on the underside of the wings and tail make it easy to identify when it flies. 

Another visitor we met by the pool was the Red-headed Cardinal, the same ones we 
had seen at the Kodak show. 

Before inspecting the rest of the island, we had a real live comedy on the lawn 
below our balcony. A Cattle Egret was playing tag with a large sit-down lawn mower -
not flying but running. It only stopped now and then to peck among the clippings before 
catching up again. Since he didn't appear to be getting much to eat we all concluded 
that he thought the mower was a fast moving very noisy cow. This mate arrived later 
and joined the game. When the driver finally stopped under a shade tree for a short 
break, the two egrets stood beside him patiently waiting for the driver to get going 
again. They were present on the ground most days. Cattle Egrets were plentiful in the 
countryside in every pasture. In fact, each bovine creature seemed to have its own 
personal avian companion. 

Since we'd seen so many birds without any effort at all, a extra glance here and 
there as we walked the mile or so to the grocery store or the other way to the little 
souvenir market and the water spout on the rocks might turn up others. 

We visited the lighthouse at Kilauea Point and found when we got there that the 
whole area is a wildlife refuge. Here, one of the high green cliffs was covered with 
what looked like a wall of white bows or scattered washing out to dry. This precipice 
was part of the refuge, and what a birding bonanza! We had just turned from a 
pastoral setting with a proliforation of mynas and egrets, driven about a mile off the 
main highway into a completely different landscape of high green and rocky cliffs and 
crashing ocean surf. 

Among the roosting birds were boobies, tropicbirds, frigate birds, noddies and 
albatrosses (Laysan or Moli). From our vantage point we thought "ah ha, something 
familiar--our good old Black-back Gull" (it's hard to imagine a place where a Black-back 
is considered a "rarity"!) On closer inspection and not because we moved or had 
binoculars--they came toward us. They turned out to be Laysan (Hawaiian name Moli) 
Albatross. The upper wings and tail are black, the rest is pure white with a black eye, 
pale pink bill and feet. What a sight as it soared overhead!-- it doesn't seem right to 
refer to such a beauty as a "gooney bird"-- the undersides of the wings are edged in 
black with two wider black patches on each. The wing span is stated as 80". It was 
too late in the year to watch their breeding display which is apparently very elaborate. 
However, we had seen the stick tossing, bill clapping and dance of the Waved Albatross 
in the Galapagos, which we understand is similar. 

There were many Red-tailed Tropicbirds and a few White-tailed. We also 
recognized a Great Frigate Bird in flight and Red-footed Boobies quite easily as we had 
come more than comfortably close to them, also in the Galapagos Islands. There were a 
number of others we couldn't identify. 

At one of the beaches we spied a few shorebirds but were neither close enough or 
knowledgable enough to distinguish which ones. However, for all the beaches we 
inspected there were very few in evidence, even where there were no people. 

One of our day trips around Kauai was along the Na Pali coast in a catamaran, 
where we saw many dark but indistinguishable birds flying through the many waterfalls 
which fell hundreds of feet in beautiful ribbon-like cascades from the top of the shear 
green cliffs. The narrator said it was to wash the salt from their wings. However, his 
knowledge was rather restricted to legends and the homes of the rich and famous, movie 
stars and the various sites used in over forty well known movies. 

Another touristy trip was to visit a beautiful Fern Grotto which involved a flat-
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bottomed boat ride up the only navigable river on the island. Many birds were heard 
along the river but none seen, in fact, it was rather noisy, even above the sound of the 
boat and the narrator. After we landed, the jungle trail yielded a number of surprises. 
There were the hens, chicks and roosters in profusion and many quick sightings of small 
birds flitting about. Some we were able to confirm from our book, while others were 
"probables", because of distinctive colouration. We saw a Kauai Creeper or Akikiki, which 
behaves much like our Nuthatch with less contrast and it has a bit of a mask. We all 
saw it and were surprised to read that it only occurs on Kauai and is not generally 
common. 

The Kaua'i Elepaio may be listed as the "the drabest" (Oahu and Hawaii Islands 
have their own too) but we were quite impressed with it. It's not very big, perhaps 
chickadee size, has a very pale green-gray below, dark cocked tail with a light patch 
below it, light to white breast and wing bars. The head is a pretty dull rusty red fading 
to brown at the back. We got a good look as it sat watching us watch him and was 
very co-operative in tuning this way and that. 

On our return to dry land, we almost stepped on about half a dozen small birds-
Lava Sparrows. At first glance they reminded me of tiny Puffins with their fat red bills 
and bright white cheek patches dull black caps and backs and gray fronts. The 
others were reminded of the Java Finch we see in pet shops. 

We leafed through our book and realized how few birds we'd actually seen. The 
reason seemed to be that many are unique to particular islands, while others occur only 
above certain altitudes. However, we saw quite a number considering our lack of 
experience. We were not particularly observant and most birds just came our way. 
Imagine the results of a trip to the islands by an experienced birder with birding as the 
primary objective! 

February 27 

March 26 

April 23 

Marg. Mccurdy 

MUSEUM PROGRAMMES 

ALL AT 8:00 P.M. 

Peter Hicklin on Shorebirds 

David Nettleship on Seabirds 

Stephen Flemming on Piping Plovers 

NOTICE FROM THE MAILING COMMITTEE 

ADDRESS ACCURACY 

When renewing your membership, please indicate CLEARLY if there is an error in 
your address label. An accurate postal code is particularly important. 
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FIELD TRIP REPORTS 

June 9 -- King's County Field Trip 
On a beautiful, bright, hot Sunday morning, a combined group of eighteen 

people representing the Nova Scotia Bird Society and the Blomidon Naturalists' Society 
met in Kentville for this trip. A more accurate description might have been "birding 
around Kentville" as a complete exploration of all the habitats of King's County would 
have been impossible in one day. Nevertheless, we did get to see a total of 58 species, 
most of which were as advertised, "breeding and woodland birds". I tried to aim for 
some Valley specialties, and I believe, succeeded, as all the "target birds" except two 
were seen. 

The caravan of cars set off as Chimney Swifts flew over the parking lot and we 
stopped at "Camelot Woods", a lovely area of mature mixed woods. The hoped for 
Barred Owl was not to be seen at its nest and may have deserted, but the first bird 
seen was the next "target", a beautiful male Scarlet Tanager, which by now had been 
singing on territory for a week. Close by we were mobbed by a screeching Goshawk, 
and almost immediately located the nest (which contained at least one chick). To avoid 
disturbing this we left immediately. After picking up, for example, Black-throated Green 
and Parula Warblers and a Bank Swallow colony, we headed for the now unused railway 
track right in the middle of Kentville. Here in some poplar trees adjacent to the tennis 
courts were two bright male Northern Orioles, Catbirds, American Redstarts, Cedar 
Waxwings, etc. 

Following a walk in the woods behind Palmeter's Nursing Home, for Alder and Least 
Flycatchers and Eastern Wood-peewee, we had lunch to the accompanying strains of an 
Ovenbird at Coldbrook Picnic Park. After that we drove to White Rock in the hope of 
some more open-country species, and we indeed had beautiful views of a singing male 
Rose-breasted Grosbeak, as well as Flickers and soaring Great Blue Heron. We then 
looked at two Bald Eagle chicks sitting on their nest, visible from the road at 
Greenwich, but were unlucky with the next "target", the Warbling Vireo which was 
present before, and since, in Wolfville. The trip ended after a visit to Canard and 
Saxon St. Ponds in the hope of picking up some waterfowl or Rails (which we didn't) or 
some breeding Red-winged Blackbirds (which we did). The weather couldn't have been 
better, and I would like to thank Keith Alise brook for his interesting tree identification, 
which kept us all amused. 

As a post script, I went back to the Goshawk's territory early the next morning to 
check on the bird and attempted to take some pictures. As I approached the nest tree 
from about thirty metres, the bird came screeching out of the nest like a bullet aiming 
straight for my head, and the only way I could defend myself was to roll to the ground 
with my camera raised above my head. The bird kept on doing this until I was well 
away from the tree and then sat on a branch like a gray wraith glowering at me with 
its baleful red eyes and screeching until I was well out of range, thus further enhancing 
my respect for this most magnificent of raptors, and reassuring me that we had not 
unduly disturbed the nest the previous day. 

Richard Stern 

June 22 -- Marconi Trail, Cape Breton 
Our first stop was at Glace Bay Sanctuary, located at Big Glace Bay Lake. Here 

we discovered the terns had located their nests in a new area from previous years. 

Then, we followed the Marconi Trail east past Donkin to Schooner Pond Beach. 
This beach and the cattail marsh behind it provided us with a large variety of species 
which included a Killdeer, Eastern Kingbird, Common Snipe, Bank Swallows, Kingfisher, 
Bobolink and Ring-necked Duck. 

south to Port Morien where we stopped and observed an unusual sight. A raft of 
three hundred White-winged Scoter and a few Black Scoter sitting out in the bay. 
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Then we went on to the cemetery where we had lunch and observed warblers, 
woodpeckers and Osprey. 

The afternoon was spent walking to the tip of the northern head of Port Morien 
where a colony of Black-legged Kittiwakes were counted as our last species of the day, 
bringing the total to 53. 

Cathy Murrant 

July 7 -- West Hants County (various locations) 
Eighteen participants met in Brooklyn on Sunday, July 7, for a West Hants County 

field trip led by Karen and Ted Casselman and Jim Taylor. The species total for the day 
was 75, and the trip was organized into three segments. 

Highlights of the first segment, in the Kennetcook River area, were a calling Black
billed Cuckoo and White-rumped Sandpiper. One of two Sora in ponds adjacent to the 
Kennetcook River salt marshes, was visible swimming across the pond after making the 
characteristic alarm call. Other morning species included a Swamp Sparrow and a Bald 
Eagle's nest near Scotch Village. 

Participants convened at Woolaver's in Newport for the second leg of the trip, a 
viewing of Osprey and Bald Eagle nests, with young, at Froth Hole Hill, south of 
Martock. A sixty-foot downward view directly into the eagle nest provided an 
unobstructed view of two (approx. 11 week-old) nestlings vying for food and for room. 
Personnel keeping an eye on the nest report these birds take mainly fresh fish and eel 
from the adjacent lake and river, which is remarkable in light of the active Osprey nest 
within a quarter mile. Two young there were loudly protected by the adults. 

The last segment of the walk was spent in the Cheverie area, prior to supper for 
participants at the Casselman's. Although early shorebirds, two fledged Great Horned 
Owl and a family of Rusty Blackbirds were not seen, one participant added a lifer within 
one hundred feet of the Casselman' s back deck when the loudly-calling Ovenbird he was 
stalking, obliged by appearing. (Ironically, two birders at the Eagle/Osprey site the 
following day spotted a male Rusty Blackbird in gleaming plumage, and a Spotted 
Sandpiper with young). 

A sad post script: one of the two young owls was found dead, tangled in wires on 
July 14th. By July 15, there were approximately fifteen hundred shorebirds off "The Red 
Head" in Cheverie. 

K & T Casselman 

July 28 -- Wallace Bay 
The Wallace Bay field trip enjoyed excellent sunny, warm weather with twelve 

birders from Crousetown, New Glasgow, Wolfville to Wallace were present. During the 
day we were to see 77 different species and getting us off to a great start at the 
Wallace Bay Bridge was an immature Little Blue Heron (This was the third one I had 
seen this year). 

Fox Point was very kind to our new birders present, as they were able to see at 
close quarters Ruddy Turnstone in full breeding plumage, Red Knot, Short-billed 
Dowitcher and other shorebirds. 

The marsh at Upper Wallace Bay, as it did last year, gave us a very visible 
Virginia Rail which moved around a little island not forty metres from our dyke vantage 
point. 

A scenic diversion out on the old railway bridge across the Wallace River and then 
a great windup at the Bidwell 's Rivendell Farm to see their nesting eagles concluded an 
exciting day for all. 

Jim Taylor 
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August 4 -- Economy Field Trip 
Despite the closing of the woods during this summer's drought, fifteen people took 

part in the Economy Field Trip. The weather was fine throughout the day, which started 
in promising fashion with some of the common warblers, Red-eyed Vireos and Rose
breasted Grosbeaks enlivening our assembly point at the General Store. 

First stop was the gravel bar where over one hundred Black-bellied Plovers were 
the most numerous of the nine species of shorebirds present, all of which permitted 
scope-filling looks. From there we proceeded to the Five Islands Park to walk the upper 
trail. White-winged Crossbills were much in evidence, as was the abundant cone crop, 
auguring well for this year's Christmas Counts. Along the way some Winter Wrens 
allowed closer observation than is usually the case. A trip to a Ducks Unlimited pond 
behind Bass River in search of Wood Ducks was unsuccessful. They were doubtless 
there, but low water levels reduced the number of observable openings. 

In all, a rather modest 62 species were seen, not unsatisfactory for a clear 9-4 day 
in August. 

Francis Spalding 

August 10 -- Yarmouth County Shorebird Field Trip 
On a warm but rainy and windy Saturday morning, seventeen optimistic birders led, 

by Eric Ruff met at the former DAR railway station in Yarmouth for the annual shorebird 
trip. Although the weather wasn't promising, we carried on and even picked up two 
more enthusiasts along the way. 

Our efforts were rewarded with sightings of eleven species of shorebirds, along with 
twenty-eight other species, for a total of 39 for the day--plus one heard. 

Shorebird species seen included a mixed flock of about three thousand peeps at 
Cook's Beach--primarily Semi-palmated Plovers and Semi-palmated Sandpipers, but at 
least one White-rumped Sandpiper was seen. In the afternoon, many of us tramped 
through wet fields at Chebogue Point to see a flock of about forty Whimbrel which Eric 
and Hubert Hall had found the previous day. The other shorebirds seen were Short-billed 
Dowitcher, Greater Yellowlegs, Willet, Black-bellied Plover, Least Sandpiper, Ruddy 
Turnstone and Killdeer. 

Among other species seen, the reliable Sharp-tailed Sparrows turned up on cue at 
Sunday Point, while sharp-eyed members of the party spotted Black Guillemot, Surf 
Scoter and Great Cormorant from a headland at Chebogue Point. 

All in all, it was quite a satisfying day. We had the special pleasure of having 
Charlie Allen and Phyllis Dobson along for most of the day and to top it all off, the 
really heavy rain held off until all were safely in their cars and headed home. 

Barb Ruff 

August 21 -- Crescent and Cherry Hill Beaches 
At last providence was tempted too far. After fifteen years of superb weather, on 

this trip it was cold, windy and finally, teeming with rain! The deluge did not start 
until late morning so the seventeen chilly birders from Halifax, Yarmouth, Mahone Bay, 
Lockeport, etc., were able to bird Crescent Beach without fogged up glasses and rain
down-the-neck until just before lunch. There was an excellent selection of shorebirds in 
good numbers and everyone got a good long look at each species, Red Knots and White
rumps had arrived to join the dowitchers and Black-bellies and twelve species were 
counted. 

Possibly due to all the hot sunny weather we have had, most people had brought 
iced drinks and cold sandwiches for lunch which was eaten sitting under the dripping 
trees at Risser's Beach. Fortunately the canteen there provided hot tea and coffee, 
although there was not the usual brisk trade in ice cream cones. 

Everyone took the weather in good part and the list was done amidst_ much jolity. 
However, no one showed much dismay when I cancelled the afternoon tnp to Cherry 
Hill. 

Shirley Cohrs 
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September 14 -- Matthews Lake 
Sixteen birders and one "flasher" took the long walk to Matthews Lake on a 

beautiful day, with a few clouds, calm winds and 15-17° c temperatures. Quite a 
contrast to last year's near-gale winds and heavy rain! I was very happy to have my 
brother, Addison, from New York, along with us since he was the one who sparked my 
interest in birding over a half-century ago! 

The trip started auspiciously with a Lark Sparrow on the parking lot at Hemeon's 
Head. It refused to leave and everyone got a good look at him. This was followed by 
four Whimbrel and thirteen other species of shorebirds, including Dunlin, Pectorals and 
White-rumps. We also had five species of hawks including Merlin, Kestrel, Sharp-shin, 
Red-tail and Harrier. Total species numbered thirty. 

Possibly the high point of the day was a "Long-legged Channel Wader, subspecies 
CS", seen crossing the main channel after the group lingered too long on the flats and 
tide rose ahead of us. Enough said ... 

David Young 

September 29 -- Tidnish Bridge, Northumberland Strait 
We were blessed with a cloudy day with sunny intervals, a bit of wind, but not 

sufficient to spoil the seabird watching. Nine people showed up and off we went first 
to Baie Vert to a nice pond that usually abounds in ducks, etc.--this year only three 
Pied-billed Grebes. In this portion of New Brunswick and Nova Scotia we were greeted 
with large movements of Blue Jays and Yellow-rumped Warblers. Out on various sections 
of flat marshland boardering the Strait large numbers of Great Blue Heron could be 
seen. 

The waters of Tidnish Dock held numerous Red-necked Grebes, some Horned Grebes, 
Common Loons, cormorants and more Great Blue Heron. A drive around Jackson Point 
yielded perhaps the best bird of the day--a Peregrine Falcon circling up in the thermals, 
then going into a dive after prey. Also doing nicely at getting prey were Bonaparte's 
Gulls, Common Terns and gannets in various places as we drove along the Strait. 

A Merlin put himself on the power lines at the Northport bridge and we all got a 
good look at him. Goose Creek held a nice male Hooded Merganser in with several 
Black Ducks. 

We had a very productive day and 54 species were noted. 

Oct. 26 - Eastern Shore --Jim Taylor 

Ten participants braved sunny and warm conditions for a leisurely tour 1Jf the 
Eastern Shore area, from Martinique Beach through Chezzetcook Inlet and Seaforth to 
Conrad's Beach. We were doubly blessed with the weather, since it seemed to be the 
only pleasant weekend in a long stretch of wet ones, both before and after. 

Martinique was crowded with geese and ducks, including a few Northern Pintail at 
long range. Offshore, there were occasional Northern Gannets among the gulls. An 
obliging American Bittern at Chezzetcook charmed us with his cryptic coloration and 
vertical pose, and a quick dash over the top of the barrier beach at Seaforth yielded a 
Red-throated Loon at point-blank range--by far the best look many of us had ever had of 
this species. An obliging cloud of Water Pipits flew up and down the beach, settling, 
and then swirling up again. Dottie's Pond at Three Fathom Harbour held 12 
Buffleheads, and "Smelly Cove" turned up a good selection of waders, including Ruddy 
Turnstone, White-rumped Sandpiper, Sanderling and Black-bellied Plover. 

The Great Egret which had been seen at Conrad's Beach for several days was not 
found, but we did get a good look at a Bonaparte's Gull, with lots of time to compare 
it to a nearby Black-headed Gull. When the trip broke up in mid-afternoon, our list 
stood at 51 species and ten tired, sunburnt and well-birded participants. 

Peter Payzant 
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The BIRD SOCIETY now has a Bird Information Line. By calling 1-902-82S-2428 or 

(for ease in remembering) 82S-CHAT you will hear news of what birds are around 

provincewide and any other Society news of note--field trips, meetings, etc.) 

Members may also leave messages regarding birds they may have encountered. This 

does NOT replace the RARE BIRD ALERT which remains the fastest way to hear of 

rarities. The new line is a useful way to decide where to bird on any particular day 

while the RBA calls rarities immediately to its participants. 
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FORTHCOMING FIELD TRIPS 

REMINDER: Please be sure to phone the field trip leader or contact person ahead of time 
to register for the trip. In this way no trip is oversubscribed and you can be contacted in 
case of cancellation. 

Sat. 8 
rain 
Sun. 9 

Sun. 22 

Fri. 27 
alternate 
Sat. 28 

Sun. 29 

Sat. 4 

Sat. 18 

Sat. 2S 

Sun. 26 

Sat 11 
rain 
Sun. 12 

Sun. 19 

Sat 1 

JANUARY 

Sewer Stroll I Leader: Fulton 
Lavender (477-8984). This is an 
all day trip. Meet at Hartlen's 
Point at 8:00 a.m. We will work 
our way around to Herring Cove 
via Bedford. 

Riverside Eagles. Leader: Ross 
Hall (893-966S).Meet at Kentucky 
Fried Chicken,Exit 11 ( Stewiacke) 
on Hwy. 102 at 9:00 a.m. Visit 
Berfelo Farm and an eagle nest 
near the Gosse Bridge. About 3-4 
hours--great for the family. 

FEBRUARY 

Harbour Hop, Cape Breton.Leader: 
Cathy Murrant (737-2684) Meet at 
8:00 a.m. at Renwick Park 

(Brookside & Commercial St.,Glace 
Bay.) 

Sewer Stroll II Leader: Fulton Lavender (477-8984). Meet at Hartlen's 
Point at 8:00 a.m. This is an all day trip to Herring Cove via Bedford. 

MARCH 

Seabirds & Stuff Leader: Barbara Hinds (422-9407). Halifax to Sambro. 
Meet at 9:00 a.m. at the Parking lot of Point Pleasant Park end of Tower 
The trip lasts until 2:00--3:00 p.m. 

Owl Prowl--Cape Breton Leader: Alan Murrant (737-2684). Meet at 6:00 p.m 
at Morrison Road and Broughton Road. 

Eastern Shore Leader: Joyce Purchase (434-S199) Dartmouth, Conrad's 
Beach, Grand Desert, etc. Meet at 8:00 a.m. at Scotia Bank, Bridge Plaza 
MacDonald Bridge, Dartmouth. 

APRIL 

Eastern Shore, Martinique Beach Leader: Ian McLaren ( 429-7024) Meet at 
8:00 a.m. at the Scotia Bank parking lot, Bridge Plaza, MacDonald Bridge, 
Dartmouth. 

Owl Prowl Leader: Karen Casselman (633-2837) Meet at Church's Esso 
Station, corner of Route 236 & 21S, approximately 1/2 mile north of 
Brooklyn, which is on Route 14 from Exit S of the 101 Hwy. at 7:00 p.m. 
The gas station is next to the Hants West Rural High School. 

Lingering Winter Birds (Cape Breton) Leader: Andrew Gingell (S64-8298) 
Meet at 8: a.m. at the site of the heavy water plant, Glace Bay. 

Wolfville Area Leader: Jim Wolford (S42-76S0). Pond hopping for ducks 
and early migrants. Meet at 10:00 a.m. at the Robie Tufts Nature Centre 
Front St., Wolfville. Joint trip with the Blomidon Naturalist Society. 



Sat. 2 

Sun. 3 

Sat. 9 

Fri.-Mon. 
15--18 

Sun. 17 

Wed. 20 

Sat. 23 

Sat. 23 

Sun. 24 

Wed. 27 

Sat. 30 

MAY 

Cape Sable Island - The Hawk. Leader: Joan Czapalay (742-8753) Meet at 
8:30 a.m. at Causeway Plaza, north end of the Causeway to Cape Sable 
Island. 

Amherst Point Bird Sanctuary Leader: Alan Smith (H-506-536-0164, 
W-506-536-3025) Meet at 9:30 at the APBS Parking lot. Take Exit 3 
from the TCH at the Wandlyn Inn and proceed a few km toward Nappan, 
the entrance is on the left side. Wear appropriate footwear for wet 
conditions. Enjoy a day of observing water fowl, shorebirds and 
early migrants. 

Eastern Shore Leader: Fulton Lavender. (477-8984). Meet at 7:30 a.m. 
at the old golf course entrance, Hartlen' s Point. 

Bon Portage Island. Leader: Peter MacLeod (454-2006). Meet at the Wharf 
in Shag Harbour, May 15 at 6:30 p.m. There will be a charge for the 
crossing and accommodation. Bring food, drinking water, sleeping bag and 
necessary clothing and footwear. Preregistration is necessary. Depart 
island 3:00 p.m. Monday afternoon. 

Hopewell Area (Pictou County) Leader: Harry Brennan (923-2780) Meet at 
St. Columbia Churchyard, about 1 mile south of Hopewell at 8:00 a.m. 
General birding--excellent for beginners. 

Halifax County Warbler Walk Leader: Bev Sarty (852-5209) Meet at the 
parking lot at the junction of the Prospect Road, Route 333, and the St. 
Margaret's Bay Road at 6:00 a.m. 2 - 3 hours duration. 

Hants County Day Leader: Marg. Clark (443-3993) Meet at the railway 
crossing In Mt. Uniacke at 8:00 a.m. Observe abundant birdlife in a 
variety of habitats. This trip extends well into the afternoon. 

Yarmouth and carleton Area Warbler Walk. Leader: Hubert and Helen Hall 
(742-4467) Meet at 8:30 a.m. at Carleton School, Hwy 340. Bring a lunch 
and fly dope. 

Shubenacadie Area Leader: Roslyn MacPhee (758-3265) Meet at 6:00 a.m. 
in front of Scott's Restaurant in Shubenacad!e. 

Kearney Lake Early Morning Warbler Walk Leader: David Currie (876-8745) 
Meet at the Hammond's Plains and Kearney Lake Road intersection at 6:00 
a.m. Duration 2 - 3 hours. 

Warbler Walk (Cape Breton) Leader: Jackie Chretien (564-4640). Meet at 
8:00 a.m. at the Cape Breton Shopping Centre, Sydney River. 

A recent conversation with Andrew Gingell in Cape Breton indicated that all the Field 
Trips up there went very well in 1991. On the mainland only the Past President's Day 
was cancelled so we had a truly great year. I would like to thank all of you who 
participated, especially the Leaders who give their time year after year to add so much to 
this important aspect of the Society's work. Let's hope 1992 is just as successful. 

Sincerely, 
Jim Taylor 

Editor's Note: Any questions or suggestions should be directed to the Field Trip Co
ordinator, Jim Taylor ( 434-8516), 69 Woodlawn Rd., Dartmouth N.S. B2W 2S2. 
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LIVING ISLAND V 

by 

Evelyn Richardson 

More of the Hypothetical and Incredible ... 

There is something infinitely pathetic about the few purple martins which fly 
forlornly through the fog about the lighthouse and buildings. All one drizzling day a wet 
female sat on the front porch of the tree swallows' house. Now and then she half
heartedly attempted entry at the door behind her but as if she had no real hope and 
knew beforehand that it would be too small ( of course it proved so; we cannot provide 
doors which would accommodate the ubiquitous starlings). Another spring brought a 
female which flew about the yard in an aimless and baffled manner, with bits of wet 
dead grass In her bill. Once a pair hovered about our TV aerial for two days before 
moving on, but these showed no interest in birdhouses or nesting material; if they had we 
might have tried to erect some hasty shelter for them. I do not remember ever seeing 
martins in this part of Nova Scotia--though I may have done so-but they built In 
numbers at other areas, and forty years ago my father had a well-patronized "tenement" 
martin house at our home near Halifax. Now the martins' breeding range seems to be 
receding from the province and, as If they knew and despaired, the strays we see have a 
lost, discouraged air. (This is not just my imagination; I recorded the birds' dejected 
behaviour before I read of its decreased numbers and range.) 

One foggy May morning I startled three immature bald eagles from the trees along 
the road. I studied them carefully as I followed them up the shore, for the few bald 
eagles I had previously seen were adult scavengers about the winter field. A few weeks 
later Anne and I observed a single bald eagle above the lighthouse; still later, I saw two 
up the Island. The swordflshermen who used to cruise off Cape Breton tell me these big 
birds were then common in that part of the province, but their numbers seem to have 
decreased throughout their range during late years, and members of the Nova Scotia Bird 
Society have been asked to note carefully this bird's occurrence . 

••• 
I have recorded three green herons with their unmistakable bright orange feet. 

These arrived in different years, but all came on a fog-breeze. One visited the pond, 
one the mowing field's wet comer, and one the puddles on the boathouse road where 
small grey shrews run back and forth between the decaying side-logs, and dig tunnels 
through the moss. Morrlll's purple gallinule also stopped in these road-puddles after a 
foggy rain; but by the time I had been alerted and walked the necessary half-mile the 
bird was gone; and is still missing from my list. The black-crowned and yellow-crowned 
night herons (whose single occurrences were at the same time) stayed well up-island so 
that we could not be sure when they arrived or departed, but they were seen through 
the fog. Of the two little blue herons, both in immature white plumage, one arrived in 
the spring and one in the fall, but like the snowy egrets, they preferred the ponds and 
shores remote from the lighthouse and were sighted only occasionally. Three snowy 
egrets have perished on the island. The first body was sent to the Nova Scotia 
Museum, but it wasn't a good specimen and when another bird of this species arrived and 
seemed doomed I had Carroll collect it for me (since I hold the Bon Portage permit to 
take specimens), and it too was forwarded to the Museum. Another died upon the tide
line seawrack of the northern end. 
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. I saw my only live cattle egret through the light fog of a warm May day. This 
bud was not a complete surprise. The first specimen collected in Nova Scotia had been 
taken on Cape Sable in December, 1957, by Betty June's father-in-law ("Bennie" to us). 
So, as not to be completely outdone by Cape Sable (for a friendly rivalry exists between 
the two islands in respect to rare birds) we on Bon Portage had been keeping a lifted 
weather eye for a member of this species so recently established in the New World, and 
so rapidly spreading. On April 28, 1961, as I was making my noon round and walking 
across the field's northern side, I saw a white bird-body which had not been there the 
preceding day, for the snow had been gone for some time and I would certainly have 
noticed a large white splash upon the greening field. I expected this would prove to be 
a dead gull, but when I got near the body (little more than skeleton and feathers) it 
was no gull. I noted the stocky bill, the "toast coloured plumes" on crown and breast (a 
bit of description I remembered from a National Geographic article, the first I had read 
about the bird), and was convinced I had found the remains of a cattle egret. I still 
don't know how it got where I found it; the likliest explanation is that it had died 
somewhere else and the fleshless body had been carried and dropped by a gull, for I 
have seen those scavengers pass with even heavier and larger freight in their bills. I 
mailed the skeleton to Dr. Lewis, who corroborated my identification and suggested that, 
since the Nova Scotia Museum had the Cape Sable specimen, this might go to the 
National Museum in Ottawa. Somewhat to my surprise the Museum found it sufficiently 
intact to be mounted and an ornithologist reported that the bird had been a male in pre
nuptial plumage, not too long dead. This was the National Museum's first specimen, but 
since then the cattle egret has increased in numbers throughout eastern North America. 

A few days after I had discovered the skeleton, Carroll and Morrill reported a 
cattle egret about the cows in the pasture-swamp. I couldn't seem to get near this bird 
until the third day of effort when I was able to make a reasonable identification of an 
immature male, for it flew along the road ahead of me, then back and forth over me, 
pausing now and then to stand among the shallow puddles lining the roadside. During 
that week other immature cattle egrets were reported from this county. 

Out of the fog came the Wilson's phalarope which had apparently been injured, for 
it settled into the lighthouse pond whose sheltered water offers sanctuary for 
convalescence. Often a duck or gull drops there to regain strength, or let a broken 
wing knit, undisturbed by rough seas, and unharassed by enemies. I used to steal a few 
minutes after supper to watch the phalarope as it spun and dabbled there, affording me 
an unsurpassed opportunity for near observation and identification--for the Wilson's 
phalarope is listed a hypothetical in Nova Scotia. (As in the case of many other birds 
listed as hypothetical, my observations are backed by those made by other members of 
the Nova Scotia Bird Society, who see the same species in other parts of the province.) 
Since this bird had a black neck stripe I supposed it to be a female, for the phalarope 
male does not wear the brighter plumage. Twice I had sighted a northern phalarope in 
the pond and twice Morrill had seen sizeable flocks of red phalaropes driven near shore 
by storms and had described to me their manner of feeding. Arth often sees huge 
"rafts" offshore. These birds do not breed in this latitude and we have had no 
opportunity to observe the reversal of sexual behaviour which is the phalarope's 
idiosyncrasy. Within a few days my bird was making short flights along the pond's 
surface, and one evening when I went to pay my usual visit, the pond was empty, the 
Wilson's phalarope no doubt miles away on the open sea, with her kind. 

Only once have I sighted a peregrine falcon, or duck hawk, that great predator 
flown by royalty in the days of chivalry. When I came upon the hawk in the fog, it 
was sitting on a spruce bough, motionless as a picture bird and presenting its fierce 
profile, so that the facial markings, notably the black "mustache", were plain. I had 
scarcely left it when I came across the stripped skeleton of an osprey, recently slain, 
since the bones and what little remained were still pink. Not many birds could kill an 
osprey and--since this was on a Sunday morning and not far from the house--the chance 
that the bird had been shot and left to be picked by crows and gulls was remote. I 
blamed the peregrine falcon, guilty or not. 
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*** 
The fog brought me a Nova Scotia first. This arrived one May morning, just as the 

fog was lifting after a long disagreeable spell. As the local saying has it, "It must have 
been meant for me to see this bird," for if I had been busy about the kitchen as I 
usually am in mid-morning, instead of fitting slip-covers for the davenport, I would never 
have heard the faint thud of a small bird against the living-room window. I looked out 
to see a motionless body on the grass, and from my first glance at the grey, yellow and 
white markings I though, "A smallish myrtle warbler," for one of this species now and 
then comes to grief against house or lighthouse. But something made me go out and pick 
up the little body. The bird was a stranger and still alive. I carried it indoors where I 
found its every mark fitted those given by Peterson's Field Guide for the adult male 
golden-winged warbler. Morrill happened in for his mid-morning cup of tea and he 
agreed this was so. Then I took the still stunned bird to the lighthouse, to share my 
find and to have Sylvia make an independent identification. By the time this was 
completed the little warbler was regaining consciousness and struggling to escape, so I 
carried it to a sheltered fir-branch and saw that it was able to perch in apparent 
equilibrium before leaving it. After dinner when I went to see how it had fared, it was 
flying about and feeding, seemingly in fine fettle. 

Since this bird was in three pairs of hands and identified by so many people, it 
was accepted by the ornithologists who, understandably, usually insist upon a specimen 
before adding a new bird name to their lists. 

Another warbler, which was a "first" for me, though not officially accepted, came 
not in the fog but on a cold strong wind following a warm southerly storm, and on May 
4, a usual date for the palm warbler and parula in whose company I found it. Although 
I didn't have this bird in my hand, I observed it at my leisure and under the best 
possible conditions, in bright sunlight, often near enough to dispense with binoculars, 
never more than fifteen or twenty feet distant. I watched it at rest and in short 
flights as it worked its way along the fence, with me following. It kept to a height of 
about five feet, never dropping to join the palm warbler along the foot of the fence, nor 
flying up to where the parula darted among the tree tops. I noted every possible mark 
and tried to memorize its song since, oddly enough for an early stray, it sang much of 
the time and--as I later learned--one of its less usual songs! This was exceptionally 
musical for a warbler and much superior to the parula' s chittering notes. After twenty 
minutes I hurried home to my Peterson's. But this bird proved more difficult to identify 
than had the golden-winged warbler. It seemed to fit only Peterson's illustration of the 
blue-winged warbler, but the bird I'd seen was immeasurably more vivid. The text 
mentioned the diagnostic black mark through the eye and the two white bars on the 
wings, but not the white I had observed on the sides of the squarish tail, while the 
notes given for its voice bore no resemblance to the song I had heard. 

What did Taverner say? He gave only the same distinguishing marks and stated 
that the blue-winged warbler had been taken only twice in Canada. Birds of America? 
Ahh, here were the three outermost tail feathers, "extensively white." But the voice was 
given as a "prolonged, lisping, drawling song of only two notes, z-zee-e,z-ze-." As 
I've admitted, I don't trust my ear, but I told myself, "Surely I'm not that tone deaf!" 

Now, where was my Chapman's? (The covers were coming off again, but no 
matter.) Yes, here were the outer white tail feathers and here, at last, was what I had 
heard, "Wee, chi-chi-chi-chur,chee-chur." Chapman called this a "less common song, 
uttered later in the season". I thought if my blue-winged warbler was a slightly mixed
up bird, there was some excuse for it, so far from its range in southern New England. 
However, Dr. Lewis, after receiving my report wrote that Chapman in his Warblers of 
North America stated that this song is given in spring and early summer. 
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SANCTUARY AND SCHOLARSHIP TRUST FUND 

These two slides were presented by members of the Photographic Guild in our 
annual competition. 

OSPREY Photo by Teunls Obdan 

EVENING GROSBEAK Photo by Charles Cron 
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A SIGHT RECORD OF BAR-TAILED GODWIT IN NOVA SCOTIA 

Roger A. Foxall 

The Bar-tailed Godwit (Limosa Lapponica) breeds in northern Eurasia and in Alaska 
and winters from southern Eurasia south to Australia and New Zealand (Godfrey, 1986). 
Occurrences in Canada are limited to British Columbia (several records, all September
October) and one sight record in Newfoundland (26 October-6 November 1972). British 
Columbia records are all probably of the subspecies L. I. baueri whereas the 
Newfoundland record is presumed to be referable to the nominate form L. l. lapponicus 
(Godrey, 1986). The species is also a vagrant on both coasts of the United States, with 
records in the eastern U.S. from Maine to Florida (deSante and Pyle, 1986). 

For several years I have searched the coastal marshes between Chezzetcook and 
Cole Harbour, Nova Scotia, during May looking for a Black-tailed Godwit. Based on 
spring records from Newfoundland and the eastern U.S., this species is a possible vagrant 
at that time. On May 25, 1991, for about the thirtieth time, I (this time accompanied by 
my son Andrew) spent the morning searching suitable habitat in the area. At about 12: 
15 p.m. we were walking the drier marshgrass behind Conrad's Beach, when we saw a 
group of six shorebirds feeding in a damp area of short (about 5 cm) Spartina grass. 
Five of the birds were Black-bellied Plovers (Pluvialis squatarola) in non-breeding 
plumage. The sixth bird was a Bar-tailed Godwit of the European subspecies L. I 
lapponicus, also in non-breeding plumage. A detailed description is given below. 
Unfortunately, the birds flushed during the observation, circled the area flying as a tight 
flock and, after about two minutes, disappeared from view heading for the Cole Harbour 
marshes. I was able to telephone an alert within twenty minutes. However, despite 
subsequent searches by several people that day and the next, the bird could not be 
relocated. The sighting described here represents the first sight record of Bar-tailed 
Godwit in Nova Scotia. 

The weather on May 25 was clear skies with scattered cloud. The temperature was 
about 24 C and there was a light SW breeze. The observation was made in bright 
sunlight with the sun behind me. Lighting conditions were ideal. The birds were studied 
with 10 x 25 Leitz Trinovid compact binoculars for about five minutes at distances 
decreasing from 75 m to 50 m. During this time the birds fed sporadically, moving very 
slowly over a distance of about 3 m. Often they stood upright, watching us as we 
approached carefully, providing excellent side-on views. The lower parts of the godwit 
were partially hidden at times by the plovers, but several complete side-on views were 
obtained. 

The most obvious features of the godwit were its bill and greater size compared to 
the plovers. The following is a systematic description of the bird as it was seen both 
standing and feeding. 

Size: 

Bill: 

Obviously larger than Black-bellied Plover. When upright, the 
head, slender neck and back extended above the backs of the plovers 

Long and straight. The basal half was obviously pink, the rest 
blackish. The length was at least twice that of the head--much 
longer proportionally than in a Willet and more similar to the 
proportion in a Snipe. Naturally, I looked carefully for any up
ward curvature of the bill, but none was apparent--the bill 
appeared straight along its entire length. 

Legs: Very dark. No colour obvious. The legs, however, seemed shorter 
in proportion than those of the Hudsonian Godwit. 

Colouration: Remarkably similar to the winter-plumaged Black-bellied Plovers. 
Pale grey (but not white) head, neck and undersides, with a darker 
grey mantle. 
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Head and neck: Pale grey. Slightly paler superciliary, but otherwise not strongly 
marked. 

Undersides: 

Mantle: 

Tail: 

Breast, belly and undertail coverts paler than the head and neck. A 
few darker feathers on the side of the belly, but no streaks or 
bars. 

Darker grey than undersides. Similar to the tone of grey in the 
mantles of the Black-bellied Plovers. Obvious pale edges of 
feathers of the back and wing coverts. Folded primaries much 
darker, uniformly almost black. 

Not seen well. While standing the bird was always sideways to me 
and no tail barring could be discerned. 

As the flock flushed, the birds flew north at first (to my left), they provided a 
brief but good rear view as they rose before circling from north to east to south, 
eventually disappearing to the north-west over a treed ridge. Pertinent field marks 
observed during flight were as follows: 

Size: The larger size of the godwit was obvious, even when the flock was 
at the limit of observation using binoculars. The overall bulk 
seemed to be about 50% larger than that of the plovers. 

Upper surfaces: Immediately after the birds flushed the most striking feature of 
the godwit was the pure white rump extending as a triangle half
way up the back. During the approximately five seconds of viewing 
the other features noticed were: the tail, which was not black 
and did not even contrast strongly with the rump--no distinct bar
ring could be discerned; the lack of any white wing stripes; and a 
strong contrast between the grey mantle and blackish outer primary 
coverts. 

In conclusion, although no barring was seen on the tail, the features described 
above are consistent only with an adult Bar-tailed Godwit in non-breeding plumage. Of 
the various illustrations of this plumage I have found in field guides and other texts, the 
observations are compatible with a painting in Hayman et al. (1986, fig. 125c, plate 49), 
although the bird I saw showed far less contrast between the belly and the other 
underparts, and even more so with the photograph in Chandler (1989, p. 149, middle 
photo). The field marks noted certainly preclude any other species of godwit and any of 
the other large shorebirds. 

So much for the account of the Bar-tailed Godwit. Next May the seemingly 
endless search for a Black-tailed Godwit will resume! 
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Donna Crosby alerted us to this odd Piping Plover, which stayed on Lockeport Beach, 
Aug. 28 - Sept. 20. It was darker backed and broader banded than ours generally are, 
and it seemed to lack the usual white tail coverts. We are looking into the possibility 
that it was of the prairie population. Photo IAM, Sept. 11, 1991. 

This young Yellow-crowned Night Heron was 
found and photographed on Aug. 21 at Ecum 
Secum by Rohan van Twist visiting from 
Ontario. ' 



A Western Kingbird, Photographed by Richard 
Stern, Brier Island, October, 1991. 
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The Fork-tailed Flycatcher, a bonus for visitors 
seeking the Little Egret, was photographed 
on Bon Portage Island, June 12, by Jim Eide! 
of Champaign, Illinois. 
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The arrow points to a moltinB adult Western Sandpiper among the many 
Semipalmateds, at Grand Pr'e, Sept. 10, 1991. Notice that its head is 
distinctly paler than those of the Semis--not a bad field mark when 
scanning such massed flocks. Photo Jeff Crolla. 

Linda Conrad caught this Northern Fulmar 
at the moment of takeoff, late September, 1991. 
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RARE BIRD ALERT 

As is usual every second year, the RARE BIRD ALERT is about to be reorganized. 
We will start again from "scratch" as many participants have left, returned or newly 
joined since 1990 when last it was done. Any member in the Society may be on the 
R.B.A. but must assume the responsibilities of passing on the message immediately, leaving 
messages, and CALLING BACK (sometimes several times) when contacts are difficult to 
make. 

If you wish to be on the alert, please send your name, your work and/or home 
telephone numbers and a stamped self-addressed envelope to: 

Carol MacNeill 
3143 Aikens Avenue 
Htlifax, N.S. 
B3L 3Y5 

If you live outside of the Metro area, you may still be included as long as you are 
willing to take collect telephone calls. 

THE DEADLINE IS FEBRUARY 28, 1992 
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR 

Editor, Nova Scotia Birds: 

For those v-1ho travel on business the routine is much the same regardless of where 
you travel. All you see are L.axis, aircraft, hotels and other companies; no time is left 
for pleasure. Every year I get to visit an exh:iliition in Washington, DC, and experience 
the same old routine. However, last year my company booked me into a hotel in 
Georgetown. Upon arrival I looked around and found some mature woodlands ( Dumbarton 
Oaks) so, being a compulsive birder, I headed for the woods and found that there '!_ere 
birds in downto,,m Washington! Unfortunately, I had not taken my binoculars but the 
trail led me to vlashington zoo and offered many good birding locations. 

This year things orere different. I asked for the same hotel and took binoculars. 
If you have never seen catbirds or Carolina rvrens then this is the place to be. There 
are also such com man species as Carolina Chickadee and Plain Titmouse in abundance. 
Wood Duck with young were on the creek and I also found a Berwicks' r,;ren. But what 
of the warblers that are so common in our northern forests? Well, the only warbler I 
found was a female Black-throated Blue. 

If you have an opportunity to visit w ashington, I can highly recommend this 2-3 
hour walk even if it is only for the catbirds singing. As for me, I am already planning 
ahead for next year. 

A long-time member of our society who was once a very active Halifax-based birder 

now lives at Rotherford in East Sussex, England. He feels that we should count 

ourselves fortunate to live in Nova Scotia where the birding is so varied and exciting. 

He writes: 

Editor,Nova Scotia Birds: 

Bird1:'g in the ~ K is not interesting or exciting--birds are being squeezed out by 
homo sapiens. Occasionally some unusual sighting occurs, then all the "twitchers" from 
every where congregate to get the rare sighting on their list. 

The inform al outings of the NS BS I miss dearly-there is nothing like it here
people don't go out in groups on Sundays to enjoy birding for its own sake-certainly not 
here in the South East. 

The best times are the March/April 
shorebirds. Land bird migration is spotty. 
Scotia scene. 

and August/September migrations for 
None of it comes close to the Nova 

Bird sanctuary formalization is fairly com man and is good for educating the young 
and interested in seeing most common water fowl, shorebirds and the like. 

I am still very active on the farm and get all my vrildlife from here--we see foxes, 
occasionally deer and badgers and many rabbits. I attach a list of birds that we see 
comm only hereabouts. 
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A YEAR'S LIST OF BIRDS AT THE FARM 

Grey Heron, local res. 
Spa.rrow Hawk, mig. 
r,1ood Pigeon, numerous 
Collared Dove, mig. 
Woodcock, late fall 
Common Gull, bad weather 
Pheasant, local res. 
Kingfisher, acc. 
G.S. ,•loodpeckers, res 
Skylark, res. 
House Nartin,mig. village 
Nagpie, res. 
Starlings, res. 
Wren, res. 
Nuthatch, res. 
Coal Tit, res. 
Long-tailed Tit, res. 
Song Thrush, res. 
Redwing, mig. 
Willow ,'!arbler, mig. 
Meadoiv Pipit, res. 
Chaffinch, res. 
Greenfinch, res. 
Yellorvhammer, res. 
Rooks, res. 

Quite a good list for the year, 

Buzzard, acc. 

Kestrel, local res. 
Rock Dove, res. 
Snipe, mig. 
Lap,ving, nesting 
Black-headed Gull, bad weather 
Tawny Owl, local res. 
Cuckoo, mig. 
Green fAloodpecker, res 
Swift, mig. 
Barn s,-,allow, mig 
Jay, res. 
Goldcrest, res. 
Tree Creeper, res. 
Great Tit, res. 
Blue Tit, res 
Blackbird, res. 
Fieldfare, mig. 
Robin, res 
Cliff Chaff, mig 
Pied ,'1 agtail, res. 
Goldfinch, res. 
House Sparrow, res. 
Crow·s, res. 
Jackda v.rs, res. 

Mike Anketell-Jones 

NOTES FROM SABLE ISLAND 

Zoe Lucas and members of a team studying seals have produced notes on spring 
birds on Sable Island, some of which seem worth adding to the seasonal reports in the 
July 1991 issue. In addition, Zoe supplied reports from summer and fall, some of which 
are clearly of general interest. 

N. PINTAIL. Two broods of 9 and 10 were hatched by May 30 (ZL). 
LAUGHING GULL. One present from May 19 through mid-June (v. Ob.). 
E. WOOD-PEWEE. One on June 11 (ZL) was a late migrant. 
GRAY-CHEEKED THRUSH. One on May 30 (ZL), no others reported in the province 

last spring. 

issue. 
AM. PIPIT. A bird on May 26 (ZL) was even later than those reported in the last 

YELLOW-THROATED WARBLER. One on Sept. 10 (ZL). 
PRAIRIE WARBLER. An imm. on Oct. l (ZL). 
YELLOW-BREASTED CHAT. One on Sept. 21 (ZL). 
BLUE GROSBEAK. An imm. male on Sept. 21-23 (ZL). 
INDIGO BUNTING. Only a single record--one found dead May 10 (ZL). Our big 

spring flight did not strike Sable Island. 
LARK BUNTING. Zoe Lucas sent an excellent, detailed description of a subadult male 
observed on the morning of June 3. Was it the same bird seen earlier at Shag Harbour 
(July issue)? 

LINCOLN'S SPARROW. Given the lack of mention of this species in the spring 
report, the record of one on June 3 (ZL) is worth noting. 
YELLOW-HEADED BLACKBIRD. A female on Sept. 3 (ZL). 
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BOOK REVIEW 

Where Have All the Birds Gone? 

John Terborgh 

Publisher: Princeton University Press, 41 William Street, Princeton, New Jersey 
08540 

Pages: 

Price: 

186 plus Bibliography and indices. 

$19.95, paper. 

Ask almost anyone who has been birding for fifteen years or more, and you' 11 get 
the same answer: there aren't as many birds around as there used to be. For that 
matter, a morning's walk doesn't even produce the species counts that they remember. 
I've only been birding for twelve years, and even I think that there were more warblers 
in the woods when I started than I see now, although that may be a case of beginner's 
perceptions. 

Until recently, this subject was almost not polite for conversation among birders. 
For one thing, few felt truly confident that they were observing a real phenomenon, 
rather than a mere wishful drifting of memories' numbers. For another, if it was real, 
the prospect of a sudden rapid decline was almost too horrible to bear thinking about.The 
odd species we knew about, like the Kirtland's Warbler and Piping Plover, we were 
prepared to believe in. "Loss of breeding habitat", we intoned wisely. "Specialists are 
the most sensitive", we declared, and then went off to visit our favourite patch, only to 
come home wondering why there weren't any Black-throated Blues for the second year in 
a row. Or was it the third year? 

John Terborgh' s Where Have All the Birds Gone not only asks the question, but 
tries to provide some answers. Looking mainly at tropical migrants, he not only 
documents an alarming decrease almost across the board, but he also analyses some of 
the most likely causes. 

A brief review such as this is no place to precis a book that covers so much 
ground. Nevertheless, a few important points are worth mentioning. Terborgh believes 
that a significant pressure on tropical migrants is nest predation by American Crows and 
Blue Jays, both of which are on the increase, due to intentional (and unintentional) 
winter feeding by man. Most of the tropical migrants build cup nests, frequently on the 
ground, many are single brooded, and few are equipped to defend their nests against nest 
predators such as jays and crows. 

Brown-headed Cowbirds, which "are believed to have used roughly 50 host species in 
precolonial times, now parasitize some 200". Many of these new hosts have no innate 
defenses, and so are especially vulnerable. The Brown-headed Cowbird is also on the 
increase, spectacularly so. 

Tropical deforestation is the one we all know about. Nothing new here, but 
Terborgh provides a lot of hard facts and some informed interpretation. He also goes 
into the sociological reasons behind deforestation, and, encouragingly, provides a few 
suggestions as to how it could be arrested. 

A book like this could be enough to make you want to just give up. If you don't 
get as far as the final chapter, this may be where it leaves you. However, after all the 
facts, all the analysis and hypothesizing, Terborgh sets out some recommendations for how 
the average citizen can work to turn things around. Among the more interesting include 
getting serious about the conservation data base, e.g. bringing back the Bird Census 
scheme, preferably with organizations making long term commitments to census a plot 
year after year; advocating increased foreign aid with specific goals including reducing 
population growth rates and promoting silviculture on lands unsuited to agriculture, and 
considering that the sunflower seed you put out is supporting extended populations of 
Blue Jays and Cowbirds. 
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For some, it's hard to shuck the denial that things are bad and getting worse. If 
you know someone whose head is still buried In the sand, buy them this book. Tell them 
you're going to ask questions later. Then go out and buy yourself a copy, and start 
reading. This may be one of the most important books on birds you'll ever read. 

Peter Payzant 

BOOK REVIEW 

Title: Waterbirds of the Strait of Georgia 

Authors: 

Publisher: 

Price: 

Eileen C. Campbell 
R. Wayne Campbell 
Ronald T. McLaughlin 

Publishing, production and promotion costs were paid by 
MacMillan Bloedel Limited. 

Available from British Columbia Wildfowl Society--No price 
given 

No. pages: 60 

This is a pamphlet rather than a book or field guide, but it is lovingly and beautifully 
carried out. The corporation MacMillan Bloedel Limited, and the British Columbia Wildfowl 
Society (a non-government self-supporting organization) has resulted in a useful local guide 
that is beautiful to handle and to view. 

The volume covers twelve good birding areas in the Strait of Georgia from Mitlenatch 
Island Nature Park near Campbell River to the city of Victoria. A map shows each area 
well, but does not clearly show access routes to the areas. A one-page description of each 
area follows. Within the limits of a single page much information is outlined on the 
general terrain and a seasonal list of the commoner birds of the area. 

The following thirty pages contain pictures and descriptions of ninety common species 
of birds, and again these are cross-referenced to the twelve site maps. The choice of 
species included is puzzling. If the book is for beginner local birders, fair enough, but 
visitors come for the west coast gulls, the many Alcids, the Skuas and the puffins. There 
are six of these last three shown. If, on the other hand, the selection was made on the 
quality of the photographs available, only a curmudgeon could complain. 

Four pages are then assigned to a regular species occurrence calendar, a real time 
saver for the busy birder, and this is followed by several pages of housekeeping, 
acknowledgement and credit information. 

While not a field guide, this would be a useful addition to the luggage of a British 
Columbia bound birder. If there is one major shortcoming, it is the lack of information 
about how to get to the twelve sites listed. This could possibly be corrected by writing 
well in advance to the Department of Tourism. 

The address to obtain the booklet, or further information is: 
BRITISH COLUMBIA WATERFOWL SOCIETY 
5191 Robertson Road -(604) 946-6980 
R. R. 1, Delta, B. C. V4K 3N2 

John L. Cohrs 
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GOT ANY OLD BINOCULARS??? 

Gary Filerman from McLean, Virginia, U.S.A., was a guest of 
our society on the Hants County Field Trip this year. In the 
course of the day we discussed his "binocular project" for Costa 
Rica. This project is well explained in the following letter to Gary 
from Julio Sanchez, an environment educator living in Santo 
Domingo de Heredia, Costa Rica. 

"Many thanks for your inten;st in cooperating in our conservation programs. 
During the last few years we have organized courses about birds for children and 

next year in February we will continue with the program. 
At the present time I am the curator of birds at the National Institute of 

Biodiversity of Costa Rica and President of CIPA-CR, The International Council for Bird 
Preservation-Costa Rica Section. 

The courses are given by members of CIPA and the Institute. Other institutions 
have collaborated by providing transportation to undertake field tours. 

Why do we give these course? 
Although Costa Rica has made a great effort to conserve important natural areas 

such as National Parks and Refuges, there is a great lack of knowledge at the level of 
the general population about the natural flora and fauna. When Costa Ricans know their 
flora and fauna, then they will defend these natural resources and we want our children 
to learn that observing birds and natural history will enhance the quality of life. 

The course, 'Knowing the Birds', includes theoretical lectures and field 
tours. In the course, members of CEPA and biologists give classes about natural history, 
behaviors, conservation and the use of field guides and binoculars. But the most 
important point is that the children learn to appreciate the birds and to take pride in 
the diversity of bird life of their country. 

In addition to the courses, during the weekends, we take field tours for school 
children and also offer introductory courses on core bird watching. 

The objective of these courses is to stimulate appreciation of the natural 
environment and the study and observation of birds. 

I am sure that your efforts to collect binoculars will be rewarded in the happiness 
of the children which they will help introduce to the appreciation of nature. I hope to 
see you soon in Costa Rica." 

So--can we help? Any binoculars donated will be forwarded to John 
Redlich's Optical Shop in Arlington, Virginia, where they will be 
assessed and adjusted and then delivered to Gary Filerman, who in 
turn will take them to Julio Sanchez on one of his regular trips to 
Costa Rica. 

Should you wish to participate in this positive effort to save habitat for birds, 
please contact me at 8 Rosemount Ave., Halifax, N.S. B3N 1X8, Telephone 902-471-6036. 

Shirley Cohrs 
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1991 ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING 

Nova Scotia Bird Society 

The 1991 A.G.M. of the Nova Scotia Bird Society was held on Thursday, October 24 
at 8:03 p.m. in the auditorium of the Nova Scotia Museum, Halifax, Nova Scotia. 
President Bob Dickie chaired the meeting and fifty-three members attended. After a brief 
welcome by Bob Dickie, the chair was turned over to Tony Robinson, the Society's 
Solicitor, for a discussion of the revised proposed Constitution and By Laws. 

Constitution. Ian McLaren stated, "A true constitution should embody what the Society is." 
Ian expressed concern that this document did not reflect that. 

James Morrow remarked that the protection of birds was not specifically spelled out in the 
"objects". Motion moved by Ian McLaren. Conservation to be a function of the Society. 
Seconded by Jim Morrow. 
carried. 

To promote the conservation of bird life in Nova Scotia . 
MacNeill. Seconded by Peter Payzant. Carried. 

Motion moved by Carol 

Ian McLaren, on behalf of Blake Maybank, had questions for Tony Robinson on Paragraphs 6 
and 31. Should the Editor, who is appointed, have a vote? This question was discussed 
fully by the membership and it was agreed that he/she was entitled to so do. A question 
that arose from the discussion on the feasibility of limiting the term to be served on the 
executive. This was felt to be unnecessary as people can be voted out of office if the 
membership is dissatisfied at the next A.G.M. Tony Robinson felt Paragraph 31 could also 
be handled at the A.G.M. if changes had been made by the executive which were not 
acceptable to the members. The consensus of those present was to leave paragraphs 6 and 
31 as is. Liz Townsend noted some slips in gender usage, i.e. page 8 paragraph 19. There 
being no further discussion, Carol MacNeill moved and Peter Payzant seconded the adoption 
of the Constitution and By-Laws as amended. Carried. 

Bob Dickie resumed the chair and called for the adoption of the minutes of the 1990 
A.G.M. which had been distributed at the beginning of the meeting. Ethel Crathorne moved 
and Eric Cooke seconded. Carried. 

Business Arising from the Minutes 

None. 

Financial Report 

Given by Don MacNeill. Total receipts were $15,961.34. Total disbursements $19, 854.46. 
T~e cost of the new Birding Nova Scotia was $6,104.92 and purchase of computer and 
prmter $1,034.22. Postage costs are up. Membership dues are down. The sale of 
publications is up. It was moved by Don MacNeill and seconded by Jim Morrow that the 
report be adopted. Carried. 
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Membership 

Carol MacNeill presented the membership report. The membership totals 927 individuals; 
634 memberships. 

NOVA SCOTIA BIRD SOCIETY 
MEMBERSHIP STATISTICS 

12 Months Ended Sept 30/91 

Sept Sept --------------Future Years ---
90 

SINGLE 424 
FAMILY 217 
INSTITUTIONS 17 
LIFE 14 

TOTAL MEMBERSHIPS 
672 

91 1992 

393 39 
207 17 

19 2 
15 

634 58 

1993 1994 1995 Subseq 

13 11 4 8 
3 

16 11 4 8 
==-==========================------------

TOTAL INDIVIDUALS 
987 

LIFE MEMBERS -Paid 

912 

11 12 

-Honorary 3 3 

1001 927 

INDIVIDUALS 

97 

EXCHANGE MEMBERSHIPS 5 + 2 To Museum(Not Included) 

Carol MacNeill moved the adoption of the report. Seconded by Ruth Ballem. Carried. 

Sanctuary and Scholarship Trust Fund 

Report given by Shirley Cohrs. The adoption of the report moved by Shirley Cohrs was 
seconded by Audrey Tyler. Carried. For report see page 70. 

President's Report (see page 3). 
Bob Dickie thanked Bernice Moores and Liz Townsend for again preparing the wine and 
cheese party to follow this meeting. 
Sanctuary and Scholarship Trust Fund Financial Report 

The report was presented by David Currie and adoption moved by David Currie. Peter 
Payzant seconded. Carried. 

Presentation of Puffin of the Year Award was made by the President to David Currie. 
see page 39 . 
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Nominating Committee 

Milton Gregg presented the report prepared by John Cohrs and himself. James Morrow has 
agreed to serve another year as Auditor. Tony Robinson will continue to serve as 
Solicitor. The following slate of officers for 1992 was presented. 

President 
Vice President 
Secretary 
Treasurer 
Editor 
Membership 
Honorary Solicitor 
Honorary Auditor 

Bob Dickie 
Carol MacNeill 

Don MacNelll 
Shirley Cohrs 
Marion Allsebrook 
Tony Robinson 
James Morrow 

After three calls for further nominations and call for nominee to take the position of 
Secretary, none being received the above were elected. Joyce Purchase as Past President 
is also on the executive. 

Nominations for Directors were called for and the following nominations were received. 
NOMINEE MOVER SECONDER 

Paul Duval 
Bernice Moores 
Bev Sarty 
Lou Coutinho 

David Currie 
Don Purchase 
Janos Kovacs 
C. Stevens Sr. 

Janos Kovacs 
Sylvia Fullerton 
Ian McLaren 
Inez Roberts 

Bob Dickie declared nominations cease. Seconder Jim Morrow. Voting took place for the 
three directorships. Paul Duval, BerniceMoores and Bev Sarty were elected. 

New Business 

Resolutions. Ian McLaren asked if new resolutions could be brought to the annual general 
meetings: Bob Dickie replied in the affirmative. 

Bird Information Line 

Chris Field asked that the society consider supporting the line. "Very useful and merits 
support". He suggested the society pay the standard monthly billing to keep the service 
going-$20-$30 per month. 

Peter Payzant expressed some concern regarding control of what information should be on 
the line. He suggested that the executive discuss this matter at the next executive 
meeting and the result be published in the January Issue of Nova Scotia Birds and invite 
comments. Not all members use this service. 

Field Trips 

Clarence Stevens Sr. asked if trips could not be advertised in the museum flyer and other 
publications to attract more members. Bob Dickie will discuss this with Jim Taylor, trip 
co-ordinator. 
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Hartlen Point Golf Club 

Peter Payzant reported that with the changes at the club, gates are locked early, so that 
one can find one's car on the wrong side of the gate! A member of the executive will 
contact the club and get more information. 

There being no further business Bob Dickie moved the meeting be adjourned. Seconded by 
Phyllis Bryson. 

A wine and cheese party followed. 

Respectfully submitted 
Phyllis Bryson 
Secretary 

Editor's Note: At the wine and cheese party Paul Duval offered to fill the empty slot as 
Secretary. This meant that the three Director's positions could be filled by the other 
three nominees: Bev Sarty, Bernice Moores and Lou Coutinho. 

NOVA SCOTIA BIRD SOCIETY 
(Incorporated 1957) 

FINANCIAL STATEMENTS 
For the year ended September 30, 1991 

(With comparative figures for the year ended September 30, 1990) 
1991 1990 

STATEMENT OF RECEIPTS AND DISBURSEMENTS 
Receipts 

Membership dues $8,478.00 $9,660.00 
Sale of publications, etc. 3,097.15 1,105.70 
Nova Scotia Museum grant 2,000.00 2,000.00 
Federal government grant 500.00 
Interest - savings account 654.86 732.67 
Interest - G.I.C. (net) 973.48 268.65 
Sale of computer 600.00 
Mailing list cost recovery 50.00 100.00 
Miscellaneous 107.85 41.49 

Total Receipts 15,961.34 14,408.51 



Disbursements 
"Nova Scotia Birds" and Fall Flyer 
Editor's expenses 
Field trip coordinator's expenses 
Printing and stationery 
Cost of new "Birding Nova Scotia" 
Postage 
Slide collection expenses 
Monthly meeting expenses 
Annual general meeting expenses 
Guaranteed investment certificate 
Subscriptions 
Purchase computer and printer 
Computer repairs and parts 
Disbursements refundable (refunded) 
Miscellaneous 

Total Disbursements 

Excess of disbursements over receipts 
Opening bank balance 

Closing bank balance 

BALANCF SHEET 
Assets 

Electric typewriter - cost $296.45 
Steel filing cabinet - cost $99.96 
Steel filing cabinet - cost $98.99 
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Computer - cost $1,034.22 (1990-$1,572. 77) 
Guaranteed investment certificates 
Bank balance 

Total assets and members' equity 

STATEMENT OF MEMBERS' EQUITY 
Opening balance 
Excess of disbursements over receipts 
G.I.C. purchases 
Fixed asset additions (net) 
Less: depreciation 

Closing balance 

., ... ,...,,-,-~ ... 
according to the books Auditor 

9,344.57 
338.63 
44.20 

534.07 
6,104.92 

502.86 
98.95 
68.38 

376.33 
973.48 

69.98 
1,034.22 

131.34 

232.53 

19,854.46 

(3,893.12) 
8,638.59 

$4,745.47 

$1.00 
1.00 
5.00 

724.00 
9,549.87 
4,745.47 

$15,026.34 

$17,488.98 
(3,893.12) 

973.48 
770.22 

(313.22) 

8,405.67 
415.08 

29.78 
1,018.62 

310.26 
150.29 
172.10 
273.61 

5,268.65 
67.80 

43.99 
(452.51) 
217.05 

15,920.39 

(1,511.88) 
10,150.47 

$8,638.59 

$1.00 
1.00 
8.00 

264.00 
8,576.39 
8,638.59 

$17,488.98 

$13,848.21 
(1,511.88) 
5,268.65 

(116.00) 

$15,026.34 $17,488.98 

/)/ =,,f- I ~ -y /~/ 
;//.. he,/ t)N<: .tv-t ,0 .@. ~ 
!,v;R. D~ D. MacNeill 

President Treasurer 
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REPORT OF THE SANCTUARY AND SCHOLARSHIP TRUST FUND 1990-1991 

I would like to begin this report by thanking two of our Directors who retired this 
year. Peter Payzant left us after some years of helpful participation and we also lost our 
invaluable Secretary, Don Purchase, who retired for health reasons. They contributed a 
great deal to our committee and are much missed. 

On the plus side, we have added two directors: Alan Covert, who has assumed (he 
says temporarily, but one never knows) the job of Secretary and Eric Cooke, who is with 
us once more, after several year's absence. The other directors are Bob Dickie, Milton 
Gregg, Ken Gregoire, Dave Currie, who is our treasurer, and myself. 

What have we been doing this. year? Many projects have been continued as before 
and a few new ones added. 

Dave CUrrie has continued to work on the Ross Anderson Christmas Count Data and 
much of it is available for use. He, together with Mary Anderson have reorganized the 
method of reporting the counts so that they are more consistent and more scientific. 

The committee has been concerned about the stress suffered by migrating passerines 
when caught in mist nets, particularly without supervision and with no viable scientific 
purpose. Their numbers are decreasing alarmingly without added interference. We have 
obtained Information as to permit holders and their protocols and are persuing the matter 
further. 

The Raptor Rehabilitation Programme is functioning well. A freezer (for mice and 
other food), mice trays and bird scales were purchased for the Mason's Point facility. We 
are expanding the programme to include a new rehabilitation center at Pomquet, to serve 
the eastern end of the province. Bob Bancroft has joined us and is in the process of 
building some flight cages and obtaining the necessary equipment. 

Our annual donations to appropriate organizations were made this year to the Nature 
Conservancy of Canada, the McKeever Owl Rehabilitation Center and the Cole Harbour 
Heritage Society. 

We financed the initial printing of a bird report form to be used by members who 
send in reports to Nova Scotia Birds. This was a pilot project to try to improve the 
reports and assist the seasonal Editors. Further printings will be paid for by the society, 
not the trust fund. 

There were forty-one entries In the Photo Guild Bird Photograph Competition and the 
standard was very high. John Cohrs gave a short talk on birding before the slides were 
shown. The winner was Pat Wall with a slide of a Black-backed Gull. We decided to give 
little puffin "keeper" trophys to each yearly winner as well as the larger "moving" puffin. 

The Youth Field Trip was unfortunately rained out this year, the first time this has 
happened. John Cohrs and Bill Caudle did go to the Park View School and give a lecture 
on shorebirds a few days in advance so it was not a total loss and there was a lot of 
interest in trying again next year. 
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It was brought to our attention that our tern colony on Peter Island was undergoing 
considerable harassment from Herring and Black-backed Gulls and it behooved us to do 
something about this. What we did was to employ a graduate student, Krista Amey, to go 
to Brier with a watching brief--to census the birds, observe the situation and report back 
to us. We had great co-operation from Tony Lock of the Canadian Wildlife Service, who 
loaned us a boat and other equipment and supervised Ms. Arney's efforts. The news Is not 
good. The gull predation was so bad that not one young tern was raised. If you wish to 
hear all about this project, Krista and Tony will be the main attraction at the November 
meeting. Obviously we must do something or else be left with a bare rock, altogether 
bereft of terns--but what?! 

The committee would like to hear from members on this dilemma. I hope we will 
have some discussion at the November meeting. 

Thank you for your attention. respectfully submit this report. 

J. Shirley Cohrs. 
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SANCTUARY AND SCHOLARSHIP TRUST FUND 

Financial Statements to September 30, 1991 
(with comparison for the 12 months ended September 30, 1990) 

Statement of Receipts and Disbursements 

Receipts 

Contributions 
G.I.C. Interest 
Bank Interest 
Surrender of G. I. C. 

Total Receipts 

Disbursements 

Bank Charges 
Taxes 
Raptor Rehab. Project 
Purchase of G.I.C. 
Youth Field Trip 
Peter Is. Tern Project 
Cole Hbr. Rural Heritage 
World Wildlife Fund 
Cdn. Nature Conservancy 

Soc. 

McKeever Owl Rehab. Fund 

Photo Guild Annual Competition 
Maritimes Bird Atlas Trust 
Miscellaneous Expenses 

Total Disbursements 

Excess of Receipts over Disbursements 
Opening Bank Balance 

Closing Bank Balance 

1991 

1,919.47 
2,826.25 

248.90 
3,000.00 

7,994.62 

63.53 
446.77 
989.00 

0.00 
149.00 

2,500.00 
200.00 

0.00 
200.00 
200.00 

43.24 
0.00 

355.62 

5,147.16 

2,847.46 
2,396.40 

5,243.86 

1990 

2,316.50 
2,075.20 

457.24 
0.00 

4,848.94 

56.80 
498. 71 

1,242.50 
5,500.00 

70.50 
0.00 

100.00 
100.00 
100.00 
175.00 

0.00 
140.00 
177.34 

8,160.85 

3,311.91 
2,396.40 

2,396.40 



Assets 

Guaranteed Investment Certificate 
Outer, Middle, Little Half 
and Mossy Bald Islands 
Hertford Island 
Indian Island 
North Kemptville Property 
Peter Island 
Kelsey Property, Port Joli 
Bank Balance 

Total Assets 

Opening Balance 
Excess of receipts over 
Disbursements 
Change in G.I.C. 

Closing Balance 
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BALANCE SHEET 

21,400.00 

1,000.00 
160.00 

12,000.00 
1,500.00 

20,000.00 
13,000.00 

5,243.86 

74,303.86 

Statement of Surplus 

74,456.40 

2,847.46 
-3,000.00 

74,303.86 

David A. Currie 
Treasurer 

24,400.00 

1,000.00 
160.00 

12,000.00 
1,500.00 

20,000.00 
13,000.00 

2,396.40 

74,456.40 

72,268.31 

-3,311.91 
5,500.00 

74,456.40 
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